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CHAIR PONTANILLA:

(Gavel.) Good morning, Members.

22

The Public Works Committee of February 27 is now

23

in session.

24

Members that are here this morning.

25

our Vice-Chair, Member Molina, from the island

I would like to introduce the
We do have
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1

of Lanai; our Council Chair, Mr. Hokama; from

2

the island of Molokai, Mr. Mateo; and from Hana,

3

Mr. Carroll.

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Good morning.
Good morning.
And from the Administration,

we do

6

have with us this morning Milton Arakawa as well

7

as Mr. Krueger.

8

do have Scott Jensen as well as Yvette Bantilan.

9

Members, also in the audience, we do have

10

And from the Council staff, we

Mr. Taylor from the Public Works Department.

11

This morning, we have three items on the

12

agenda, PW-l, which is the Roadway Improvements

13

in the County of Maui; PW-7, USEPA/DOH Consent

14

Decree Quarterly Report

15

the Installation of Utility Poles on Ainakula

16

Road, Kula.

17

(Wastewater); as well as

Staff, do we have anybody signed up for

18

public testimony?

Okay.

19

like to leave public testimony open for a while,

20

if there's no objections.

21

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

If not, Chair would

And joining us this

23

morning is Cindy Young from the Corporation

24

Counsel.

25
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PW-l

4

ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS IN THE COUNTY OF
MAUl (C.C. No. 05-33)

2

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Members, today, we will take items

4

as we go along on the agenda.

5

the agenda is PW-1, Roadway Improvements in the

6

County of Maui.

7

Communication No. 05-33.

10

This is the result of County

At this time, I would like to have

8
9

The first item on

Mr. Arakawa give some opening statements.
MR. ARAKAWA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide

11

12

the Committee with an update on County roadway

13

projects.

14

Council some additional information on roadway

15

CIP as we head into the Fiscal Year '07 budget

16

deliberations.

17

from our engineering division, who will be doing

18

the presentation.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

20
21
22

This provides the Committee and the

And today we have Joe Krueger,

Thank you.

Mr. Krueger.
MR. KRUEGER:

Good morning.
I am going to cover road improvements

23

and some drainage improvements.

24

districts.

25

In West Maui, we have four projects.

I

will go by

The first area would be West Maui.
I
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1

won't be discussing the resurfacing because each

2

district has resurfacing.

3

Honoapiilani Highway road improvements.

4

Phase IV.

5

map on the next sheet showing it.

6

Kahana to Napili.

7

The design has been completed.

8

the land acquisition phase.

9

phase for -- for a while now, and we are -- we

10
11

We have the Lower

This is the last phase.

This is

There's a
It goes from

It's about a mile and a half.
We are now in

We have been in the

are negotiating with the landowners.
The next project is a Keawe Street

12

extension.

13

preliminary design and planning stage.

We have

14

done a draft Environmental Assessment.

We have

15

a preliminary design.

16

coordinate our design with the State bypass.

17

are trying to coordinate the construction

18

timing, although I think we will be going first.

19

Keawe Street, we are in the

We are trying to

The next sheet shows the map of the

20

Keawe Street going up from the Keawe Street up

21

to Lahaina bypass.

22

Street sidewalk.

23

that this year.

24

25

We

And it also shows the Shaw
We will be doing a portion of

Also, on the next sheet, is the Lahaina
Watershed Flood Control.

We will be starting
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1

construction in about a month or so on the first

2

phase, which is near the outlet, and we will be

3

bidding out the second phase, which is between

4

the outlet and Kauaula Stream this summer.

5

will probably be a four- or five-phase project.

6

We will do as much as we can according to the

7

funding that we get each year.

8

this year, we picked up about $3 million from

9

the Federal Highways that got transferred to

10

This

Fortunately,

NRCS to help with our next phase.
The next area is South Maui.

11

We have

12

several projects in South Maui.

13

there's

14

North-South Collector Road.

15

the North-South Collector Road, one phase goes

16

from Kaonoulu Road to Waipuilani.

17

next map is the other phase that goes from Lipoa

18

Street to Auhana Street.

19

There's

- there's two or three phases of the
From the first map,

And on the

There's also another phase being

20

constructed by a develop -- private developer

21

right now, and that goes from Kealii Alanui to

22

Keonikai.

23

South Kihei Road, Phase IV, is under

24

design right now.

25

Kulanihakoi.

That's from Lipoa Street to

The preliminary design is
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1

complete.

Environmental is complete.

And what

2

we are doing is getting ready to do our land

3

negotiations.

4

There's a bike path along the ocean from

5

Kulanihakoi to Waipuilani, called the Waipuilani

6

Bike Path.

7

the condominiums.

8

Bikeway at Pi'ikea, which is on the North-South

9

Collector Road, that runs from Waipuilani to

It's in the Beach Reserve,

fronting

There's also the Kihei

10

Lipoa Street.

11

is in construction, which it's in -- suspended

12

right now because we are trying to tie in the

13

roundabout design with the Kihei Bikeway.

14

That's the temporary roundabout.

15

That's right along Safeway.

And the next district is Central Maui.

16

The first map is quite confusing.

17

pointer, and I was going to do it with my

18

PowerPoint presentation, but this includes

19

Wailuku and Kahului.

20

in different stages.

21

That

I had a

We have several projects

There's Hansen Road.

On the map, after

22

the first one is -- has the Hansen Road

23

alignment.

24

before the post office, going over the ditch,

25

that we are -- we have designed for realignment.

There's a pretty bad curve right
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1

All we are waiting for is our funding to go into

2

construction.
We are also doing Waiko Road.

3

We are

4

going to try and do it on a Federal aid.

5

have initiated a preliminary planning and design

6

contract for Waiko Road between Honoapiilani and

7

Kuihelani Road.

8

like to do,

9

this goes from Mill Street to Kuikahi.

We also have a project we would

is the Lower Main/Waiale Road,

and

There's

there's no

10

two lanes now, but there's

11

sidewalks or anything on that road,

12

lanes.

13

Federal funding.

14

We

just two

We would like to improve that using

Market Street, we have completed our

15

design, and we have reached a point in our land

16

acquisitions where we cannot go any further,

17

we will be coming for some land acquisitions,

18

eminent domain, through the Council.

19

there's three lots.

20

then we can go out to bid.

21

encumbered the Federal funding for Market Street

22

pending our land acquisition.

23

so

I believe

As soon as we get that,
The

the State has

Imi Kala is -- is a project going from

24

Kahekili to Lower Main, most of that to be built

25

by private developers.

I believe we need to
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1

acquire a piece of land in there between Mill

2

Street and Lower Main.
We are also doing some traffic signals

3
4

in Kahului.

There's a map in there that shows

5

three traffic signals going in -- two on

6

south -- on Kam Avenue, at Lono and Hina, and

7

the third one at Lono and Papa.

8

Kam and Kam and Hina, we are getting ready to

9

submit for our final review and request for

The Lono and

10

funding.

11

problems with our temporary four-way stop.

12

are in discussions with the State as to why we

13

are putting that in if we have

14

are going to put a signal in.

15

Our Lono and Papa, we are having some

Also,

We

if we know we

just as a highlight or whatever,

16

Iao Stream has been under design by the Corps

17

for several years now.

18

Environmental Assessment.

19

in for some funding for this coming fiscal year

20

to acquire some land, and the following year,

21

they will do a major improvement from Waiehu

22

Beach Road to just below Market Street, and it

23

will be like $25 million total.

24

probably be around 10 million.

25

one coming up, probably 2008 Fiscal Year.

They have done an
And we will be coming

Our share will
So this is a big
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10
Upcountry/Paia, we are -- we have the

2

Makawao/Makani Road improvements.

3

result of the pedestrian and road widening from

4

Eddie Tam Gym to Kalama School.

5

to go Federal aid on this.

6

the design and planning stage.

7

This is a

We are seeking

We are right now in

Makawao Avenue, this is the portion at

8

the bypass where we are trying to put in a

9

longer left-turn lane and a right-turn lane.

We

10

are doing the planning with the State Highways,

11

and there are some power poles that has to be

12

relocated, so we are -- we are at a standstill

13

right now with those two objects.

14

and Piiholo Road, we will be doing some

15

resurfacing this year.

16

the funding on line, so we will be completing

17

our design in house, almost completing that, and

18

we will be out to construction.

19

We have

already have

On Lanai, besides the resurfacing, we

20

have Fraser Avenue, the line item.

21

almost finished with our design.

22

out to bid pretty soon.

23

Omaopio Road

We are
We are going

On Molokai, besides the resurfacing, we

24

have the Kaunakakai Drainage Improvements.

25

has been a big project, going on for several
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1

years.

2

it shows the various systems that we are -- that

3

we are going to install.

4

been installed, and we are continuing with

5

the -- another part, and we are going to

6

start -- wanting to start design on the next

7

subsystem.

There is a -- a map of Kaunakakai,

8

9

and

Part of it has already

In Hana, we have six bridges, and Nahiku
Road.

The first two, Kaholopo'o and

10

Papahawahawa, at one time, we already had

11

Federal funds for it, but this is when we were

12

doing two-lane bridges, and it's taken us this

13

far,

14

but they had already encumbered Federal funds.

15

So what they are doing now is they are

16

deobligating these two bridges, and we'd have to

17

reapply to get it on this year, Federal fiscal

18

year,

19

reobligate the Federal funding.

20

are almost ready to -- Kaholopo'o is ready to go

21

out to bid.

22

redesign the detour road to put in a detour

23

bridge.

24
25

this long, to get approved for one lane,

for Federal funding,

so we -- we can
The two bridges

Papahawahawa, we had to do --

Paihi and Waiohonu, we are ready to
submit for

to the Feds and the State,
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1

final design and approval and request to

2

advertise this year.

3

for these two bridges for this year.

4

Kaholopo'o -- Kaholopo'o and Papahawahawa, our

5

funding lapsed last year, so we are going to

6

need funding this coming fiscal year.

7

Bridge, and Kahawaiokapia will go in the

8

following year.

9

Nahiku Road,

We already have funding

Koukouai

right at the intersection

10

with Hana Highway, we had a landslide along the

11

side of the road, and we have been designing a

12

realignment of the road at the intersection to

13

go away from the stream, and this makes a very

14

difficult right-turn lane coming from Hana,

15

we are putting in like a jug handle

16

intersection, which you can see on the next

17

sheet.

18

the intersection improvements, is going to cost

19

around $700,000, and it will be -- will be all

20

County funding.

21

so

With the realignment of the road, and

On the last two sheets,

I have included

22

the Statewide Transportation Improvement

23

Program, STIP,

24

three-year program.

25

2006,

for Maui County, and it is a
And what you see is the

'07, and '08, the Maui County projects
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listed, and the approximate construction cost.

2
3

Are there any questions?
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

4
5

Thank you, Mr. Krueger.

Members, any questions for the
Department?
Member Molina.

6
7

13

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

8

Before we proceed, I was just wondering

9

what would be your preference, Mr. Chairman, as

10

to how we proceed.

11

off first with questions for the West Maui

12

region or do you want --

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

14

sheet.

Should we go, maybe start

Yeah, we can take it sheet by

I think that would be much easier.

15

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Okay.
So Members, any questions for the

17

West Maui area?

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

No questions on the West Maui?
Chairman.

Member Mateo.
Chairman, for the Department,

21

the Lower Honoapiilani Highway, the improvement

22

Phase IV, the one and a half miles, can you tell

23

me what that will cost.

24

MR. KRUEGER:

Approximately $10 million.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

$10 million and -- for one and
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14

a half miles of work?

2

MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Yeah.

And that's for

4

what?

5

what is included in that?

6

MR. KRUEGER:

for

The actual construction or what is it --

What it includes is we are

7

reconstructing the entire roadway surface,

so

8

there will be new pavement and new base cores.

9

It includes also a four-foot-wide sidewalk on

10

the mauka side.

11

improvements,

12

right-of-way, along the right-of-way

13

improvements, such as walls, and you know, to

14

correct the road-widening improvements along the

15

private properties,

16

et cetera.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

18
19

It includes drainage

relocation of utilities, and

fixing the walls and fences,

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Member Mateo.

Just a suggestion, when we do the next

20
21

update,

it would be good if we identify the

22

project and then put some kind of statement

23

below the project in regards to what the County

24

is doing and where we are at.

25

easier to see and,

That way,

I think

I guess, easier to explain.
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15

Thank you.

2

Members, any more questions?

3

Oh, Mr. Arakawa.

4

MR. ARAKAWA:

Mr. Chair,

I would like to add

5

something on the Lower Honoapiilani road,

6

Phase IV improvements.

7

mentioned, we have a number of outstanding land

8

acquisitions that still need to occur for the

9

project.

As Mr. Krueger

And that has really slowed us up in

10

terms of the implementation of this project.

11

have gotten a number of concerns about the

12

condition of the road and when construction is

13

going to be starting.

14

We

So accordingly, we actually have been

15

looking at doing an interim resurfacing of the

16

road prior to the actual implementation of this

17

particular project to address the concerns of

18

the many residents who use the road.

19

probably something that we will be including as

20

part of the '07 budget deliberations for the

21

Council to consider.

22

So that's

We also have an existing appropriation

23

in '06 -- I believe it's $1 million -- for West

24

Maui resurfacing, but it also includes a number

25

of other projects within that.

I think Shaw
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1

Street sidewalk was in there, and Puukoli Road,

2

also, was also part on that appropriation.

3

So anyway, that's part of the discussion

4

that's going on now within the Department as far

5

as what could be coming up as part of the '07

6

budget deliberations.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Mr. Arakawa.

8

Mr. Hokama.

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

10
11
12

Chairman, thank you.

What is your estimate for that interim
repaving?
MR. ARAKAWA:

Million dollars?
We -- we don't have quite -- gotten the

13

number firmed up yet, but our thought is that we

14

would just do basically a veneer, a thin veneer

15

of resurfacing on the existing road to basically

16

address the concerns of the

17

basically, on the condition of the road,

18

interim.

19

if you like.

20
21

the potholes,
in the

I can get you a more detailed amount

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chair -- Chairman, if I may

ask another question, please.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Go ahead.

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

The concern is the existing

24

potholes?

And we just letting it stay that way?

25

We are not even doing some patch, patching
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2

17

program?
MR. ARAKAWA:

No, actually, we are filling the

3

potholes.

4

filling of the potholes, the condition of the

5

road is still fairly bumpy.

6

the -- a number of concerns and complaints that

7

we have received regarding the condition of the

8

road.

9

But as you know, even with the

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

that's

So that's

There's no areas of phasing

10

you could do the permanent or the more improved

11

fix than doing this interim measure?

12

got better use for a million dollars somewhere

13

else.

14

MR. KRUEGER:

I mean,

Well, basically, the properties are all

15

along there that we haven't got all our land

16

acquisition, so

17

whole, the whole roadway,

18

19
20

this is the last phase of the

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
acquisition?
MR. KRUEGER:

I

Well,

so

So what is your timetable on

Six months?

One year?

I'd like to say

SlX

months, but I

21

think it's going to take the whole year to

22

finish it off.

23

Highway and the STIP program, their '07 and '08

24

is just too many projects.

25

enough money to do the projects they have on the

The problem is the Federal

They don't have
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1

list now, so I am sure we won't be able to get

2

Lower Honoapiilani on '07 or 'OS.

3

have to have wait until '09 or '10 to do our

4

project.

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

So we might

Have we collected

6

whatever moneys are owed the County from those

7

agreements where they agreed to pay for certain

S

improvements?

9

MR. ARAKAWA:

No.

This

this has come up before,

10

but we have a list of those properties that have

11

the deferral agreements.

12

collect those prior to construction.

13
14
15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
amounts?
MR. KRUEGER:

16

Okay.

So the intent is to

It is sizable, sizable

Half a million dollars?
I don't have the numbers.
Some of them are up to 100,000.

I mean,

17

these are -- these are -- these are three-lot

IS

subdivisions that deferred their agreements, and

19

then they probably sold and resold.

20

are going to these owners and telling them,

21

well, you know, you had a deferred agreement.

22

And we are going to improve the road, and this

23

is how much you are going to have to pay for

24

your -

25

your subdivision divided three ways.

And now we

not your frontage, but the frontage of
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Okay.

1

So if one of the -- the lots is

2

not on the road, but is part of the three-lot

3

subdivision, they are going to have to pay a

4

third.

5

$100,000 for them to pay us for their deferred

6

improvements.

7

8
9
10
11

12

So I believe one of them was like

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay.

The other three

are ready to go, Mr. Director?
MR. KRUEGER:

Other three what?

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Keawe,

Shaw -- I would hate to

see another Dickinson Street exercise.
MR. KRUEGER:

Shaw Street is ready to go.

Lahaina

13

Watershed is -- we already bid one phase out

14

already.

15

stage, and the issue did come up with the State

16

and the Feds on our funding.

17

we got a developer to pay for our share.

18

that's Starwood -- Starwood?

Keawe Street, we are in the planning

19

MR. ARAKAWA:

Intrawest.

20

MR. KRUEGER:

Intrawest.

If you remember,
But

And they are questioning

21

whether this is a developer road or not.

22

they put the brakes on the project.

23

well, if this is the developer's road, then they

24

should pay for the whole thing.

25

it's not, and we are saying it is not a

So

They said

But if -- if
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1

developer's road, but it is their contribution

2

towards the overall traffic upgrade, and they

3

are paying our share of the -- the breakdown for

4

the construction.

5

decision of yet.

6

week with them.

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And they have not made a
We just brought it up last

Who would that be,

8

Mr. Krueger, when you say -- who is this people

9

going to decide?

10

MR. KRUEGER:

Federal Highways?

The Feds are leaving it up to the

11

State, so it would have to be between the

12

Director and the Chief to make the final

13

decision whether they will allow Federal funds.

14

The Feds

15

decision on this.

the Feds will let the State make the

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

MR. KRUEGER:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

20

And that's Phase II --

Our project
that's Phase I of the

bypass road?
MR. KRUEGER:

Yeah, this is the one that connects to

21

Phase I.

22

$3 million.

23

bypass, which is 45, $50 million.

24
25

MR. ARAKAWA:

Our project is Keawe Street,
Their project is the

rst phase of

Let me also mention, though, that

although this issue has been raised by DOT, DOT
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1

of course has a keen interest in getting this

2

Keawe Street extension project implemented,

3

because if it doesn't get implemented, the

4

Phase -- Phase I of the bypass basically has no

5

connection.

6

this segment done,

7

them to try to make sure that it does.

8
9

So it is in DOT's interest to have

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

and so we are working with

Okay.

So this has no -- will

have no negative impacts on the Feds

10

reallocating funds at all, then?

11

understanding that the Federal government,

12

you are not ready to construct within their time

13

period, which is three months or six months,

14

they will consider yanking the money from us.

15

MR. KRUEGER:

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17
18

19

So none of these is

jeopardized currently, Mr. Krueger?
MR. KRUEGER:

Oh, no.

For West Maui,

Lower

Honoapiilani is not on -- on the STIP right now.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

21

MR. KRUEGER:

That's right.

Keawe Street is supposedly on '06, but

we do -- we do not have a guarantee on that.

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

24

withdrawn?

25

if

Correct.

20

22

It is my

MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.

So those funds could be

Keawe Street,

I -- I -- I
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1

don't have a guarantee on that.

2

you a guarantee.

3

funds.

Lahaina Watershed, we already bid that

5

out.

6

Keawe Street.

So the only one I am worried about is

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

And, Mr. Arakawa, if you can provide us

10
11

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

8

9

Shaw Street is only County

We are going ahead with that.

4

7

I can not give

that information, staff.

Thank you.

Any more questions for the Department

12
13

for West Maui?

If not, we will go to South

14

Maui.

15

South Maui?

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Questions, Members,

for the Department,

Chairman, if I may, please.

Mr. Hokama.
Any of these projects

19

jeopardizing loss of -- of Federal support,

20

Mr. Krueger, Mr. Director?

21

MR. KRUEGER:

Actually, none of these projects are on

22

the STIP for the next three years.

23

look at the last two sheets,

24

projects listed by the State.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So if you

I have all the

If we get a project that could
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1

be expedited, ready for construction, and one of

2

our current STIP projects,

3

has not had all its ducks in line,

4

environmental duck,

5

MR. KRUEGER:

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

CHAIR FONTANILLA:

8

MR. ARAKAWA:

9

for various reason,
such as the

could we shift those funds?

Yes.
Okay.

Mr. Arakawa.

I would like to,

if I could,

just

further elaborate a little bit about the

10

North-South Collector Road segments.

11

mentioned three different segments, and he

12

showed us -- he showed you the maps of the two

13

that we are currently responsible for.

14

the third, as he mentioned, was between Kealii

15

Alanui and Keonikai, and for

16

segment, we are working with Towne Development,

17

in trying to get a through-road along that

18

segment of roadway.

19

Joe

The--

for that

And there's a condemnation issue that's

20

going to be comlng up before the Council, and

21

that's also scheduled at probably the next

22

meeting of the Public Works Committee.

23

just wanted to mention that for your

24

information.

25

So I

In that arrangement, basically, Towne
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1

will be paying -- they have paid for the

2

planning, the design, the permitting, and they

3

are paying for the actual acquisition of land,

4

and the construction.

5

County's power of condemnation in order to

6

proceed.

7

they have reached agreement on.

8

couple that they have not been able to reach

9

agreement on, and those are the ones that are

But they need the

There are a number of properties that
There are a

10

coming forward to this Council for con --

11

condemnation issues.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

13

Members, any more questions?

14

Mr. Hokama.

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

One -- one quick question,

16

please, Chairman.

17

at Pi'ikea, is there still an opportunity for us

18

to try to get State or Federal bikeway funds to

19

help defer some of the other County funding

20

requirements?

21
22

MR. KRUEGER:

The third, the Kihei Bikeway

You mean on -- the Kihei Bikeway at

Pi'ikea is a Federal aid project.

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

24

MR. KRUEGER:

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So it is all bikeway funds?

Correct.
Is this the same funds that
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1

Kauai is using to develop their system, their

2

routing?

3

MR. KRUEGER:

I believe so.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Okay.

Thank you.

So, Department, whatever

6

requirements that we can get from the Federal

7

government, we are on top of it?

8
9

MR. KRUEGER:

For the bikeways, oh, yeah.

I think we

are way -- we are way -- we started way ahead of

10

the other counties, and the City and the State,

11

and now they are catching up,

12

saying they want their share now.

13

saying Maui County, you already had your share.

14

You got to share with the rest of the counties,

15

because we did -- we did quite a bit of bikeways

16

using Federal funds already.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

and they are
So State is

Thank you.

18

Members, any more questions?

19

Member Mateo.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you very much.

Gentlemen, the projects we are

21

all of the projects in all of the

22

looking

23

districts, we looking at being able to

24

accomplish these -- these projects within the

25

three years that's identified on the STIP or
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1

this is just -- there is no priority in terms of

2

all of these projects will get done within the

3

three-year period, or are you just identifying

4

projects that need to get done, or can you give

5

me an idea as to when these things actually

6

going to get done?

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

8

MR. KRUEGER:

9
10
11

Department.

They -- they won't all be done within a

three-year period.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So we just identifying all

projects

12

MR. KRUEGER:

All projects that we are working on.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

that need to be done, that

14

is inclusive of both County and State and

15

Federal moneys?

16
17
18

MR. KRUEGER:

Right.

Major projects that we are

working on.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

So those projects that

19

have the longer life, more than, say, five

20

years, are we looking at the majority of these

21

projects?

22

MR. KRUEGER:

Oh, yes, most of the Federal aid

23

projects take about a long.

Some of them are in

24

different phases.

25

construction, some of them are near completion

Some of them already in
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1

of design, some of them are just starting.

2

these are all the projects we are working on.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

But

And those identified on

4

the last couple of pages, the STIP projects,

5

these are the ones that's actually going to get

6

done now or --

7

MR. KRUEGER:

These are the ones that have been

8

identified for Federal funding for the next

9

three years.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

I got it.

Thank you, Chair.

11
12

Okay.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

13

Any more question regarding South Maui?

14

I have a question on the Hauoli Street

15

sidewalks, if we can have a more detailed status

16

on that.

17

safety issue, as well as a drainage issue,

18

you have any comments this morning regarding the

19

project and when it's going to be done.

20

MR. KRUEGER:

I understand that because of the
if

I believe the design is almost
They've

they've submitted their

21

complete.

22

preliminary design to the Community Association

23

in Maalaea for their review and comments.

24

That -- that portion of the drainage where they

25

had that culvert, they are going -- I think they
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1

are going to leave that gap, that portion out of

2

the -- the sidewalk area,

3

drainage, we wouldn't have to tear it out.

4

I think it was the Maalaea Community Association

5

that brought that up.

6

complete their review and comments, they will

7

finalize the plans and put it out to bid.

8

9
10
11

12
13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

so that when we do our
And

And as soon as they

Thank you.

Any more questions for South Maui?

If

not, we go to Central Maui.
Member Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

For the Department,

I guess the one item

14

that caught my attention a lot was the proposed

15

traffic signals.

16

three more into Central Maui, and I guess for

17

the general public, whenever they hear the

18

potential for another traffic signal, sometimes

19

it sends out, you know,

You are looking at adding

some concerns.

20

But you mentioned -- I don't recall,

I

21

think Mr. Krueger, you mentioned that one of

22

the -- you have a four-way stop.

23

Lono and Kamehameha was the one you guys were

24

having some problems or there was some issues.

25

Can you elaborate on that a little bit more?

Was that at
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1

MR. KRUEGER:

At Lono and Papa.

2

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

3

MR. KRUEGER:

Lono and Papa.

That's -- that's the intersection where

4

Maui High School comes out of, and the Kahului

5

School comes out of.

6

traffic at this intersection is right when

7

school gets out.

8

And when we had already come to Council for our

9

funding for our share of the construction cost,

And, the peak hour of

I mean, it's -- it's real bad.

10

and it was -- it was a provision in our funding,

11

that we install temporarily a four-way stop.
The State has a big problem with this,

12
13

and they are saying, you know, if you are

14

warranted for a traffic signal and you put in a

15

four-way stop, you open up to a liability

16

problem.

17

to you to discuss this provision of a temporary

18

four-way stop.

So I think we are going to come back

19

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

20

concern.

Now, with the traffic signal, are they

21

going to

have they offered to cost share on

22

the traffic signal?

23

MR. KRUEGER:

So you said the State has a

Correct.

Right now, they -- you know,

24

it's scheduled for this year, the construction.

25

And we have already submitted our plans and
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specs for review.
But when they heard that we, you know,

2
3

we are willing to wait to put in the four-way --

4

temporary four-way stop to do a study, they are

5

having concerns of us doing that because the

6

intersection is warranted for a traffic signal,

7

and they afraid that we are open up to liability

8

because it is.

9

there's a major accident, we have already, you

We put in a four-way stop,

if

10

know, have warrants to put in the traffic

11

signal, we are -- we are opening up ourselves

12

for a liability problem.

13

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

That's interesting.

I

14

don't know about the, you know, the State's

15

assumption of this area, but I would tend to

16

agree with you, Mr. Krueger, that you know,

17

maybe we should try a four-way stop initially,

18

which is pretty much standard procedure, you

19

know,

20

if -- maybe it is just since the -- the peak

21

traffic is happening during the school hours,

22

maybe it has to do with some of the driving

23

skills of some of the folks out there.

24

know, but -- that's what

25

but anyway --

let's try it out at a four-way stop, and

lS

I don't

causing problems,
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1

I am sorry.

2

you have a comment.

3

MR. ARAKAWA:

No,

I

Mr. Arakawa, you look like

just wanted to mention that we --

4

we are going to be doing the study, the four-way

5

stop study, and then we will come back with a

6

report to the Council.

7

you know, a signal is warranted,

8

there,

9

it to the Council for decision making,

10
11

And if it shows that,
and it's needed

it should be there, then we will present

basically, at that point.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

All right.

Thank you.

And my

12

next question, on the other two stops, if you

13

could help me,

14

you know, exactly like what

15

Lono and Kamehameha, you -- you are looking at,

16

and also I guess is it Kamehameha and Hina.

17

one on Hina,

18

those flashing -- it is a two-way stop right

19

now,

20

Is that the area you are looking at for a

21

traffic signal near Kahului School?

22

I guess, draw a picture for me,

The

is that where you currently have

and you have those,

MR. KRUEGER:

you have one at

Correct.

I guess,

rumble strips.

That's -- and, you are right,

23

we do have -- that's the one we have the

24

flashing red light right now, and it's working

25

real good right now.

But the question comes up
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1

in the future,

in the future,

when Kam -- Kam

2

Kamehameha Highway opens up, at Papa there's

3

going to be a light installed by the Maui Lani

4

development, and we anticipate a lot of traffic

5

coming out Kam Avenue when they complete Maui

6

Lani opening up.
So we will have the light at Kam --

7

8

Kamehameha and Papa, a new light, and then we

9

will have this light already installed at

10

Kamehameha at Hina to -- in anticipation of the

11

future traffic coming down.
But you are right, the flash -- the

12
13

flashing red light at that intersection works

14

very well right now.

15

future traffic, coming from Maui Lani,

16

to be pretty heavy.

17

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

But we are looking at the
is going

So currently, you don't have any

18

on -- haven't had any maJor -- I know for a

19

while,

20

of accidents --

it was an area that you experienced a lot

21

MR. KRUEGER:

Yes.

22

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

-- but since the County

23

implemented the rumble strips and the flashing

24

lights, we have had less accidents there.

25

MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.
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VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

2
3

33

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Question,

in regards to the

4

traffic light on Lono and Kam,

5

upgrade of the light that's there now?

6
7

8

9
10
11

12

MR. KRUEGER:

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

With a left turn,

independent left

turn?
MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.

With all the turning

movements.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Members, any more questions for Central
Maui?
Mr. Hokama.

15
16

Yes, there -- there is lights there now

but we need to upgrade it.

13
14

is that an

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Since Mr. Molina piqued my

17

my mind, and I am listening to your comments on

18

Hina and Kamehameha,

19

near-term thing to expand to four lanes,

20

Kamehameha?

21

MR. KRUEGER:

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

is it the County's near

No.
So what -- so when -- what

23

would require us to consider that?

24

talked about the addition of Maui Lani .

25

MR. KRUEGER:

You have

Right.
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2

traffic,

3

subdivisions.

4
5

6

7
8
9

. picking up all these

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

MR. KRUEGER:

improvements within this Kahului

Right now -- Kam Avenue has the

right-of-way for four lanes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

It's always been planned to be

a four-lane road.
MR. KRUEGER:

Yeah.

Correct.

But right now, the

traffic warrants doesn't show a four -- doesn't

10

show the need for a four-lane.

11

does, the right-of-way is already

12

there, and it will be fairly easy to

13

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

MR. KRUEGER:

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So at this time, the plan is

Yes.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Member Hokama.

Any more questions in regards to Central

18

for the Department?
Ms. Anderson.

20

Oh, good morning,

21

Ms. Anderson.

22

Works Committee meeting.

23

Thank you for joining the Public

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you for having me.

I did listen to some of this on my way

24

25

already

just signalization to keep traffic flowing?

15

19

But when it

in.

I hooked up my cell phone to the speaker,
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1

and I do have a question for Central, but I am

2

wondering, Mr. Chair, will there be a chance to

3

go back and discuss South Maui?

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

As soon as we are done with the

5

rest of the areas on Maui, we will come back to

6

South Maui.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Thanks.

8

Mr. Krueger, could you go back and give

9

us again your comments on Lower Main and Waiale

10

Road.

11

that really outlines --

12

MR. KRUEGER:

And I am assuming there isn't a map here

The map I have is not very clear.

But

13

our -- our long-range plan is to improve Lower

14

Main and Waiale road from Mill Street to

15

Mahalani Street or Kuikahi.

16

aren't any sidewalks, and I think the ultimate

17

was four lanes, but I am not sure if we are

18

going to do four lanes.

Most of that, there

There's a portion on -- on Lower Main

19
20

between Mill and Waiena Street, by Papohaku

21

Park, that is -- that is presently also under

22

design.

23

lanes, but there -- there is not enough room to

24

put in four lanes on that portion of Lower Main.

25

Initially we wanted to go to four

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Would it be possible to get
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1

a map that actually shows what you are planning

2

on doing?

3

MR. KRUEGER:

Yes.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Because, actually,

I would

5

like to know what the improvements to Waiale

6

Road are actually going to be.

7

more clear with that and where?

8

an attempt to put four lanes on Waiale?

9

MR. KRUEGER:

Could you be
Will there be

The -- our master plan wanted

wanted

10

four lanes, but we are having problems with

11

that, one, with the Burial Council; two, with

12

the existing utilities in the area.

13

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

You are having problems with

14

the Burial Council because there's burials where

15

you would need to expand?

16

MR. KRUEGER:

Yes.

We know where the burials --

17

burials are.

We

18

along that route.

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

20

MR. KRUEGER:

there are known burials

Right.

So that is -- that is one obstacle that

21

we would have to work with.

22

are not sure whether we are going to go to two,

23

or three or four lanes yet.

24

was four lanes.

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But the other is we

But the ultimate

And then what happens when
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it gets to the bridge?
MR. KRUEGER:

If we go four lanes, then we put in a

3

four-lane bridge -- I mean, a four-lane

4

underpass.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

bridge?

7

MR. KRUEGER:

And how would that alter the

It -- it would only change the footing

8

underneath.

9

passage now.

There's

there's a two-lane

And on the other side, there's

10

a -- the old cane haul passage, that would come

11

out.

12

lanes through there.

13

14
15

And then they would just barely fit four

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So you wouldn't need to

alter the bridge?
MR. KRUEGER:

No.

The

the general look of the

16

bridge and the width of it would stay the same,

17

it's just that the one footing,

18

comes between the cane haul road and the regular

19

road would come out.

20

side would be the same.

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

The head walls on each

And taking that footing out

wouldn't compromise the bridge?

23

MR. KRUEGER:

24

bridge.

25

the column that

Well, we would have to reconstruct the

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

You would have to
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reconstruct the bridge?

2

MR. KRUEGER:

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

historic landmark.

5

MR. KRUEGER:

The bridge is in pretty bad shape.

Oh, yes.

6

mitigate that,

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, you know, it is a

Oh, yes.

We would have to

for sure.
Okay.

So will you be

8

reporting back to us when you get further along

9

on whether you are going to go two, three,

10

lanes, and where it might be?

11

MR. KRUEGER:

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

MR. KRUEGER:

14

Yes, definitely.

will be upgrading you all along.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

morning.

20
21

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Mr. Krueger.

Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Good morning.

Good

Thank you for

joining us, Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Oh, thank you for having me.

Mr. Krueger, Lower Main and Waiale, you

22
23

Okay.

This is a continuing process and we

15

19

four

talked about sidewalks as well?

24

MR. KRUEGER:

Yes.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

And I notice that Central
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1

Maui, other than the traffic signals, and I

2

think we already secured Market Street, we don't

3

have Federal funding.

4

MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Or can you clarify?

6

Road, Waiko Road, Lower Main, Waiale,

7

and the -- oh, yeah,

8

three years, we don't

9

the STIP, correct?

10

MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

secured?

13

MR. KRUEGER:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

MR. KRUEGER:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Imi Kala,

Hansen
Imi Kala

for the next

we are not located on

Except for Market Street.

Right.

And that's already

Yes.
That was secured already.

For '05.
So that one is only the land

17

acquisition, correct, before we can finalize the

18

movement on that?

19

MR. KRUEGER:

Yes.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Lower Main and Waiale, because

21

you have brought it up as a major project, you

22

don't -- do you

23

movement as far as moving dirt or making

24

alignment adjustments or putting in sidewalks?

25

Is that going to be within the next three years?

when do you see any type of
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Let's start with the sidewalks on
MR. KRUEGER:

I don't think we will be doing anything

in the next three years.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

S

MR. ARAKAWA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MR. ARAKAWA:

Next three years?

Okay.

Okay.

If I can add -Please.

There are a number of issues,

8

outstanding issues, as Mr. Krueger has

9

mentioned.

So we still have to work through all

10

of that and come to some meeting of the minds

11

with not only the Council, but the community as

12

well.

13

know,

14

thrown out are still, in my mind at least, very

15

preliminary at this point.

16
17

So it's going to be a long process.

You

I think some of the ideas that have been

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

And Mr. Chair,

I asked that question

18

just so the public doesn't think -- and I am

19

glad Ms. Anderson asked the question, because

20

there is a lot of sensitive things regarding

21

that area.

22

the burials.

23

think that because we are talking about it today

24

that something is going to happen very soon.

25

We all know, the bridge, the road,
And so I don't want the public to

This is something that's out there, but
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1

it's one of the major issues as far as

2

circulatory and getting Wailuku opened up for

3

people to get through.

4

areas thought of as the area to go through, but

5

we are -- doesn't look like that's going to work

6

very easily, so we have some alternatives to

7

think about.
The other question I had, Mr. Chair, on

8
9

So this is one of the

the traffic signal,

if you can provide us with

10

some additional information for the Lono-Papa,

11

and I know Mr. Molina asked about that.

12

mentioned, Mr. Arakawa, that despite the

13

concerns from the State, you are going to move

14

forward with the stop, the four-way stop; is

15

that correct?

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

17

MR. ARAKAWA:

18

And you

Mr. Arakawa.

This was actually a proviso put on by

the Council.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

MR. ARAKAWA:

I understand that.

So, yes.

I mean, we respect the

21

proviso, and we will be doing the study and

22

reporting back to you on that.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

The reason I am asking is

24

because if we put a proviso there, and you folks

25

are going to follow through, but you have heard
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1

concerns from the State, does it jeopardize the

2

State support in any way?

3

support?

Is there State

Help us understand that.
Where are we at, and do we proceed

4
5

forward i f it's to the point where the State

6

says, you guys do it, we ain't doing nothing for

7

you.

8
9

MR. ARAKAWA:

Well, the tradeoff here is that if we

do the -- the study, on the four-way stop,

10

implement that and do the study, we will

11

probably lose the Federal funding for it for

12

this particular year, and in -- if it comes

13

out -- if the study comes out and says that a

14

traffic signal is needed there, then we would

15

have to reapply for Federal funding in some

16

future years.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

But the State is under

18

the impression that it already warrants -- based

19

on their information, it already warrants a

20

traffic stop; is that correct?

21

MR. KRUEGER:

Yes.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So was it the initiative of this

23

Council to tell you to go do a four-way stop to

24

go determine whether or not, or did we already

25

have that information that it was already
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1

determined that intersection needed a four-way

2

stop?

I am just trying to understand, yeah.
Because we going get State funding,

3
4

Mr. Chairman,

5

get Federal funding and they are the ones who

6

control the Fed money because they are the

7

pass-through, if they tell us, you guys going

8

get the Fed funding,

9

if the State already told us to

it warrants a traffic stop.

Because I am beginning to recall our

10

discussion last year in the budget session.

11

you know, with all respect,

12

felt that we didn't need to do the four-way stop

13

there.

14

respected the wishes.

15

Mr. Chair.

16

And

I am one of them who

And I was in the minority so I

just -- I

But we anticipated this,

And pushing forward puts us at risk of

17

not having something there at all besides a

18

four-way stop, which, you know,

19

school for years.

20

about the traffic at that school.

21

am just -- I am just trying to get clarity on

22

what is driving what in this case.

23

I worked at that

Mr. Krueger, you guys know
Anyway,

so I

Now -- so my final point in this area is

24

do you folks have

already anticipated when

25

the time frame of the eight-week test is going
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1

to be and how it correlates with the school

2

schedule?

3

MR. KRUEGER:

I'm not the person working on this,

4

this particular project, so I don't know all the

5

details as to the timing yet.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Can you give us at least some

7

general indication that it's going to be during

8

school, that school is going to be in session

9

while you folks do this?

10
11

12

MR. KRUEGER:

Yeah, that's the only way we can really

do a test run on it, is during the school.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I

just was making sure,

13

Mr. Chair, that it is not during summer time,

14

yeah, when it's not what it is usually like.

15
16
17

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

It has been brought to our light,

in

18

fact last week,

19

Federal dollars that are hanging out there on a

20

lot of projects, and the possibility of losing

21

those Federal dollars.

22

questioning this morning regarding Federal

23

dollars is very important at this stage.

24
25

in regards to some of these

And you know, the

One of the things that they talked about
is if you do have any projects that can go
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1

forward,

2

whenever we can to ensure that the Federal

3

dollars that are earmarked for Maui is spent.

4

So thank you again, Mr. Kane.

5

Mr. Kane followed by Member Molina.

6

that we take a look at those projects

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, and just to finalize one

7

item.

8

I will ask later on.

9

And Mr. Chair, if it is not appropriate,

Because we are talking about Lono,

I

10

notice that you folks did not list Lono Avenue

11

being taken all the way out to Kuihelani.

12

that something that you folks having any type of

13

discussion?
And Mr. Chair, if the question is

14
15

appropriate, we can proceed.

16

defer.

17
18

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

At this time,

If not,

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

21

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

it is not.

Okay.

Thank

Thank you.

Member Molina.
Thank you, Chairman.

22

up on Mr. Kane's question,

23

and Papa -- sound effects here going

25

I will

you.

19

24

Is

So Mr. Arakawa,

To follow

regarding Lono Avenue

just to get

clarification, you are going to do the study
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I know you have the discretion to -- to

1

first.

2

install a four-way stop without Council -- you

3

know, a temporary one without Council approval.

4

Is it your intention that if it doesn't show a

5

warrant for traffic signal, you are going to go

6

ahead and implement the four-way stop, or will

7

you come back to us

8

get a clearer picture of what will transpire.

9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
MR. ARAKAWA:

rst?

I am just trying to

Go ahead.

Councilmember Molina, my understanding

11

is that there is a budget proviso that we do the

12

four-way stop, so we would have to implement

13

that in accordance with the proviso, and do a

14

report back to the Council.

15

the study basically is recommending to do the

16

signal, and the Council agrees, then the Council

17

would have to remove the proviso.

18

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

And if it's

if

And with the four-way

19

stop, it's going to look similar -- the

20

temporary four-way stop,

21

look similar to what we have on Vineyard and

22

Market, where you have these signs that warn the

23

drivers,

I should say, it will

flashing lights, et cetera?

24

MR. ARAKAWA:

25

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Something similar to that, yes.
Just -- just to alert the public
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of what could come.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

3

Thank you.

Thank you, Member Molina.

At this time, the Chair would like to

4

call a brief recess so we can take care of the

5

sound system.

6

RECESS:

7

RECONVENE:

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

9
10

So we will recess.

10:00 a.m.
10:08 a.m.
(Gavel.)

Thank you, Members.

reconvened.
When we left off, we were still in

12

Central Maui.

13

Director regarding Central Maui?

14

will go to Paia/Upcountry.

15

Mr. Molina.

17

At

this time, the Public Works Committee is now

11

16

(Gavel.)

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Members, any questions for the
If not, we

Thank you, Chairman.

Got a

couple of questions in this area.

18

For Mr. Arakawa, with regards to the,

I

19

guess the Makawao-Makani Road improvements,

you

20

are getting some Federal money, yeah,

21

project.

22

to the sidewalk, or additional sidewalks?

23

know there's a sidewalk currently that's a real

24

old sidewalk.

25

those sidewalks can be improved with this

on that

Would that also include improvements
I

Can -- is there a possibility
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project?
MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.

Besides the road widening,

it

3

does include the sidewalk, which is the primary

4

reason we are doing this project, is to put in

5

sidewalks from Eddie Tam gym to Kalama School.

6

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Very good.

Thank you.

And on the Makawao Avenue, you mentioned

7

8

that there's some power poles that,

9

there's some issues you guys have to work with.

I guess,

10

You are just dealing also, too, with one major

11

landowner, too, right, if we are looking at

12

widening the lanes, looking at any land

13

acquisition there or condemnation

14

MR. KRUEGER:

I am not sure.

I am not sure on that

15

portion.

16

working with the State at that intersection

17

because the State has some concerns with our

18

project.

19

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

20
21

But the -- our traffic section is

our -MR. KRUEGER:

Right, because we are working in their

22

right-of-way.

23

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

24

MR. KRUEGER:

25

The State has concerns with

Right.

You know, we have to make sure where we

coordinate our improvements with their
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right-of-ways.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

You -- you have a general

3

timetable as to when,

4

start rolling a little faster on that?

5

MR. KRUEGER:

No.

I guess, the ball will

But I wanted to let you know that

6

we are still in the planning, preliminary design

7

stage of this project.

8

full design yet because of those two issues, the

9

power poles and the State right-of-ways.

We haven't got into the

10

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay, thank you.

11

helpful.

12

constituents in that area.

Because I have got a lot of concerned

And, finally,

13

That's very

I don't know if it is

14

appropriate,

15

region was Paia/Upcountry.

16

County's work for the Paia mini bypass, where we

17

are at right now?

18

bidding was -- I guess, was it Fong

19

Construction,

20

Could we elaborate a little bit more on where we

21

are at?

22

MR. ARAKAWA:

I know you are heading for this
Any word on the

I think last I heard, the

I guess, is involved with this.

Our understanding is that it's

23

basically the A&B portion that needs to be done

24

from Hana Highway to the area connecting up just

25

above the post office to Bald

to Baldwin
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Avenue, right above the post office.
And last I spoke with them, they were

2
3

supposed to have started like very soon.

The

4

when I spoke with them last month,

5

to be the latter part of February, which is just

6

about now.

7

construction very soon.

it was going

So I am hoping that they will start

And the County's portion on Baldwin

8

9

Avenue is basically going to be done by the same

10

contractor, so all that work will be done all at

11

one time.

12

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you.

There will be

13

a lot of us watching to see how the progress

14

goes with that road.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

15
16

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

17

Any more questions for the Director?

18

Ms. Anderson.

19
20
21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

I think Milton wanted to say

something more about that.
MR. ARAKAWA:

Actually,

just another point regarding

22

this graph.

We also are going to be doing

23

improvements, along with Piiholo Road also to

24

Olinda Road,

25

certain that, you know, the Committee is aware

so I

just wanted to make
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of that as well.

2

And it's also part of an existing

3

appropriation in Fiscal Year '06 that we have

4

the money for.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So I wanted to know what

7

improvements the County will be making to

8

Baldwin Avenue in conjunction with that bypass,

9

mini bypass.

10

MR. ARAKAWA:

Well,

it's basically just trying to tie

11

into the intersection improvements.

12

it's very minor stuff.

13

the stop bar.

14

the area on Baldwin Avenue.

15

transition area.

16
17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

This is just a

So it is just going to be a

stop sign there?
MR. ARAKAWA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

21

Basically, putting in

I think just kind of resurfacing

18

20

It's

Yes.
And there won't be any merge

lanes or anything like that?
MR. ARAKAWA:

We are going to be looking, evaluating

22

possibly doing like a free right-turn lane.

23

I think that's one of the conditions of the

24

approval, the SMA approval that we got from the

25

Commission, that we look at that.
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So after the mini bypass is in

2

operation, we will be evaluating that and

3

reporting back to the Planning Commission on

4

whether any changes might be warranted.

5
6
7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So you don't have any real

traffic counts yet?
MR. ARAKAWA:

We did a traffic study prior to the

8

implementation, but after the mini bypass is in

9

operation, we will be looking at the counts

10
11

again and see if any changes might be warranted.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

Because I -- I know a

12

community group did a traffic count there, and

13

they found that people leaving the post office,

14

something like 80 percent of them went back down

15

Baldwin Avenue and did not go north.

16

know how that coincides with what you folks are

17

planning.

18

Mr. Chairman, to see how effective this is.

19
20

21
22

But it will be interesting,

If it's appropriate now, I did have some
questions on South Maui.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

I think we got a couple of more,

and then South Maui.

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

25

So I don't

Okay.

Mr. Arakawa,

I

just want to thank

you for the information you gave me regarding
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1

the resurfacing for Omaopio Road.

2

from a Mr. Uradoma.

3

4

I had a call

So, Mr. Uradoma, if you are watching,
is going to be done this summer.

5

Any more questions for the Director

6

regarding Paia as well as Upcountry?

7

go to Lanai.

8

for the Director?

9

questions for the Director?

10

it

If not, we

Questions for anything on Lanai

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

If not, Molokai?

Any

Chairman, if the Director could

11

just cover the improvements they are projecting

12

for this Fiscal Year as well as beyond.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

14

MR. KRUEGER:

Thank you, Mr. Mateo.

Subsystem B runs from near -- right

15

right adjacent to the pier road, and it goes

16

right through the middle of town.

17

they are in construction already on portions of

18

that.

19

year, and we didn't have enough money to award

20

the contract.

21

hold his price until July.

22

funding, then we can award the contract to

23

finish Subsystem B.

24
25

As you know,

We had a bid for funding that we had last

But the contractor is willing to
If we can get more

Then we have Subsystem C and 0, which
will drain more towards the -- on the east side
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1

of Kaunakakai town.

2

on that.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

We wanted to start design

Thank you, Mr. Krueger.

And--

4

and perhaps if you can give us an update of that

5

project that was stopped last year,

6

was, because they had found oil in the process.

7

MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9

MR. KRUEGER:

I believe it

That's portion of -B.

-- subsystem B that we

10

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

11

MR. KRUEGER:

So what is the status of that?

rebid and we didn't have enough

12

funding,

so the contractor was willing to hold

13

his price until July, so we can get more money

14

to award the contract, so we can continue work

15

on that.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

17

resolved?

18

MR. KRUEGER:

Has the oil issue been

The -- we moved the storm drain into

19

the State right-of-way, where the State had

20

already checked, where there wasn't any more of

21

that contamination.

22
23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

So B, looks like a

completion this year?
MR. KRUEGER:

After we get our funding, then we can

go ahead and start on it.

So they will restart,
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1

hopefully, this summer and then get done in

2

maybe six, eight months.

3
4
5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

And then for C and D,

that going to be inclusive of the Kapaakea?
MR. KRUEGER:

Portions of D runs through Kapunakea.

6

That's one reason we are thinking of doing D

7

instead of C because we have more flooding.

8

runs along the field,

9

runs along that open field,
ponds there a lot,

11

doing System D before C.

13
14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

It

that open field, D does,

10

12

is

and it -- water

so we are thinking about

And do you have an idea of what

that will going -- that is going to cost?
MR. KRUEGER:

Well, we are estimating 4 to 500,000

15

for the design and environmental assessment and

16

the planning.

17

18
19
20
21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

initiating that project?
MR. KRUEGER:

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

24
25

We Hope to start design this summer,

when we get our funding.

22
23

And your projected date in

Thank you, Mr. Mateo.

The additional cost for System B is how
much?
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1

MR. KRUEGER:

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

we go to Hana.

Thank you.
If not,

Questions for Hana?

Mr. Carroll.

5

6

One million dollars.

Any more questions for Molokai?

3
4

A million.

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Thank you, Chair.

I already

7

had a discussion with Public Works about the

8

condition of our bridges.

9

disappointed in the County, though, that we have

I must say that I am

10

had Federal money for so long that we are in a

11

situation that we are in now because we have

12

been unable to fulfill our obligation in order

13

to do these projects, and it's unfortunate.

14

I hope that in the future that we will be able

15

to get our act together.

And

One thing I am concerned about is in

16

17

this year's budget, then, we are not going to be

18

reallocating the moneys, am I correct?

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

20

MR. ARAKAWA:

Public Works.

Our Department proposal is to include

21

the local match within the Fiscal Year '07

22

budget for Kaholopo'o and Papahawahawa bridges.

23

And from our side, we are also very

24

disappointed that Federal funds have been

25

deobligated.

And we will make, you know, a
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1

better effort from our side to try to get these

2

things out in a timely manner because it's been

3

a number of years since, you know, we have

4

talked about originally two lanes, and trying

5

to -- the whole process of going through the

6

environmental reviews and coming to design

7

exception, and finally coming to some meeting of

8

the minds on what is acceptable.

9

we are very close.

10

So I believe

The funds had -- the Federal funds had

11

been earmarked for, you know, quite -- quite

12

some time.

13

a decade ago.

I think it was originally earmarked
So, we are very close.

14

We are going to be asking for the local

15

match, and we are also going to be asking for a

16

reapplication, basically, of Federal funds.

17

Once we are basically ready and have all of our

18

ducks lined up to go to construction.

19

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

And that is the part that I

20

have some concern because before we were told

21

that any time that we do not use the Federal

22

funds and give it back, that it is very

23

difficult sometimes to get it again.

24

something that I guess we are going to have to

25

address.

And that's

But I certainly hope that we can deal
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1

with our Federal people and get those funds

2

again.
Secondly, many years ago, they started

3
4

to pave the back road from Kaupo from Kanaio

5

going down, and it was going to be two miles a

6

year,

7

haven't done any paving back there, and I had

8

several calls.

9

work on the back side over there, Kaupo side?

10

I believe.

MR. KRUEGER:

And for many years now, we

Are there any plans to do any

As a matter of fact, we are paving one

11

section right there at Kaupo Store.

12

narrow section, but it is a dusty and a pretty

13

bad section, so I -- I skipped a gap,

14

to that, that section in front of the store, to

15

get rid of that dust.

16

It is a

and I went

But as -- as the funding continues, we

17

will continue to do what we can to resurface

18

that road.

19

has gone up considerably in the last year or so.

20

So we -- we will just do as much as we can with

21

the funds available.

22
23
24
25

You do know that the cost of asphalt

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Thank you.

That's all for now,
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Chair.

Thank you, Mr. Carroll.

Any more questions for the Director?
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Member Kane,

1

2

Anderson.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

followed by Member

Thank you, Chair.

And just briefly, can you -- can you

5

again explain why speci

6

deobligated the funds for the two bridges?

7

MR. KRUEGER:

cally the Feds

Federal Highway Administration has

8

has a whole bunch of bridges -- not just bridges

9

but projects Statewide that's -- that's been

10

funding that were obligated, and it didn't

11

appear that the projects were moving, so they

12

they been having pressure from Washington D.C.

13

to -- to cut that list down.

14

doing is -- and we only had these two projects.

15

The other counties and State has more

16

them all off, deobligated all the funds.

So what they are

to take

And my concerns were losing the Federal

17
18

funds, but they said that there is a separate

19

funding for bridges, and since these were

20

already approved once already, we shouldn't have

21

a problem to reprogram it for '06.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And the primary holdup on our

23

part, so the body understands the situation, was

24

it a design exception issue?

25

MR. KRUEGER:

That -- that took the longest time.
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1

couldn't get it really until the Planning

2

Commission denied our SMA permit.

3

State relented and said, well, if you can't do a

4

two lane, then you are going to have to do a

5

one-lane, and then we had to proceed from there.

6

Then the

And then we had all our ducks in line,

7

and then Papahawahawa Bridge, in particular, had

8

to redesign the detour road.

9

submitted back in July, last year, and I only

10
11

And the -- I

got comments from the State January this year.
But Kaholopo'o,

I was holding on to it

12

to get the two bridges out, because I want to

13

put you one CM contract for two bridges to save

14

on funding.

15

low bidder didn't have all of his specialty

16

license, for his subcontract, so I couldn't

17

award it to the low bidder, and the second

18

bidder was a million dollars over, and I wasn't

19

gOlng to pay -- spend that kind of money.

20

And I bid out Kaholopo'o, and the

So I rebid the project, and during that

21

process, the low bidder called and threatened

22

our -- our budget person that handles bids,

23

he cancelled the bid.

24

the bids, the low bidder president called and

25

apologized for -- for doing that.

so

Then after he cancelled
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But in the meantime,

1

2
3

again because I had -- my timing had lapsed.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4
5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

I am sorry I missed what you said about
Nahiku Road.
bit?

11

on this map?

13

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

10

12

Thank you.

Member Anderson.

8

9

Yeah.

Thank you, Chair.

6
7

I couldn't rebid it

Could you reiterate that a little

Is it -- is it beyond what we are seeing

MR. KRUEGER:

No.

We are working right at the

intersection of Hana Highway.
What happened is -- what you don't see

14
15

on this map is on the upper part of Nahiku Road,

16

the upper part of the page, is a river.

17

shoulder of Nahiku Road had a landslide and it

18

fell into the river, so the guardrail along

19

there is floating.

20

the --

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

22

MR. KRUEGER:

And the

The pavement is intact, but

Floating in the water?

Floating in the sky.

The road is way

23

above the -- the bottom of the river.

It's like

24

30, 40 feet.

25

guardrail had a landslide, and it caved into the

So -- so the land under the
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1

water.

So we want to move the road over so we

2

can put in new guardrails.
But by doing that, we are going to have

3
4

to have a tighter right turn,

5

put in a jug-handle turn, where you come around

6

in a circle so you can make it a direct turn

7

into Nahiku Road.

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

MR. KRUEGER:

so we are going to

That's very creative.

There's something like this right now

10

at Puunene and the road that goes to Wal-Mart.

11

You don't make a direct

12

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

13

MR. KRUEGER:

14
15

16

That's something like a jug-handle

turn.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So, Mr. Krueger, will you be

redoing Nahiku Road all the way down?

17

MR. KRUEGER:

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19
20

Yeah, that big, huge --

No,

just at the intersection.
Just at the intersection.

And this I am assuming you are doing
ght away as a safety

21

MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Are you interfacing at all

23

with the Water Department?

Because they have

24

plans to lay a water line here too.

25

know that they are going forward with it

And I don't
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1

immediately, but since you are tearing that all

2

up ...

3

MR. KRUEGER:

We did contact them during our

4

environmental process.

We did do an

5

environmental on this.

I had concerns on the

6

river.

7

we did do an Environmental Assessment, and we

8

did talk to the Water Department, and I don't

9

remember what the outcome was.

10

And this is a very sensitive area.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So

Could you check on that

11

because it seems to me that if you are tearing

12

this all up, you might as well get lines in

13

there at the same time, that the Water

14

Department can eventually hook up and extend,

15

once they work on that water line.

16

MR. KRUEGER:

You know,

I believe their water system

17

is right below this, they have a water tank

18

below this area.

19

like a mile and a half, two miles below the Hana

20

Highway.

21

improvements.

22

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

23

Thank you.

24

So we could be right above their

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

25

Because the village itself is

But I will double-check for you.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Members, any more questions regarding
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Hana?

64
If not, we will go back to South Maui.
And, Ms. Anderson.

2
3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Krueger,

I heard you say that the

5

North-South Collector Road and Kihei Bikeway at

6

Pi'ikea.

7

section, although it does go to Lipoa.

8

being held up because of the roundabout?

9

you explain that further?

10

I guess that's the name of that

MR. KRUEGER:

But it's
Could

We are installing a temporary

11

roundabout at Pi'ikea and Liloa, which is the

12

middle of our project.

13

project did not have a roundabout in it.

14

with the roundabout,

15

intersection changes.

16

from the middle of the intersection.

17

redesigning the bikeway to accommodate the

18

roundabout.

19

Our initial bikeway
So

our intersection
Out crosswalks moves away
So we are

But we also had other -- other issues

20

with the subdivision, near Waipuilani Street

21

also was required to do road improvements on the

22

North-South Collector Road, along their

23

frontage,

24

are doing on the same change order.

25

other minor things there, but the major portion

so that was just another item that we
There are
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was the roundabout.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So this has been funded

3

and -- and bid, but you are making change orders

4

because of the roundabout?

5

MR. KRUEGER:

Correct.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And

and how, you know

7

I know this is supposed to be a temporary

8

roundabout, but what does that really mean?

9

mean, how temporary?

I

If you are redesigning

10

everything around it, how temporary is it really

11

going to be?

12

MR. KRUEGER:

It will be temporary where if we do

13

make it permanent, the improvements will be

14

minimal, and we are also trying to accommodate

15

if we don't make it permanent, a traffic signal

16

will go In, and we can accommodate the traffic

17

signal.

18
19

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

anticipate this working?

20

MR. KRUEGER:

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

22

MR. KRUEGER:

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

24

MR. KRUEGER:

25

But I mean, do you -- do you

The roundabout?
Yeah.

I didn't want to
Go ahead.

Let it out.

predetermine -- because of the -- of

the high controversy on this,

I didn't want to
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1

have a predetermined outcome, but I have -- I

2

have been listening to both sides of the

3

argument whether a roundabout works or not.

4

ones -- the traffic experts say that a

5

roundabout normally would work except for the

6

high pedestrian use of this intersection.

7

Roundabouts are made for automobiles as opposed

8

to a regular traffic signal accommodating

9

pedestrian, being more pedestrian friendly.

10

But I will -- I -- that's the whole idea

11

is I didn't want to make -

12

predetermined, until I get the final study.

13

The

MR. ARAKAWA:

make a

I -- I think part of the answer to your

14

question is -- is it's going to depend on the

15

public perception and how they feel about having

16

a roundabout there on a long-term basis.

17

the reason for the temporary roundabout was to

18

see, you know,

19

public,

20

neighbors there, would support.

21

And

if it's something that the

specifically the Kihei public and the

And after a period of time, we would

22

have to go back out and see if in fact the

23

community -- community there wants to have a

24

roundabout on a long-term basis, and then we

25

would seek the funding for that.

If not,
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1

alternative would be a traffic signal.

2

can just go back to a four-way stop, like how it

3

was previously or, you know -- then, you know,

4

we have to look at all the options after the

5

temporary roundabout has been in operation for a

6

period of time.

7

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, now,

Or we

do you think that

8

this is the most advantageous place to try a

9

roundabout if it's -- it's a heavily pedestrian

10
11

area?
MR. KRUEGER:

Space-wise, yes, because there's a lot

12

of room here to work with.

I mean, there's only

13

the Safeway on the one corner, but space-wise

14

there's a lot of room to work with because a

15

roundabout has more -- needs more room than a

16

normal intersection.

17

and Lipoa Street was another request to put in a

18

roundabout, but there's just not enough room for

19

that intersection because of all the existing

20

improvements.

21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Like at South Kihei Road

Okay.

I -- I know that the

22

Kihei Community Association is anxious to give

23

this a try, so, do you have any timeline?

24
25

MR. KRUEGER:

Well, we are reviewing the plans now.

Of course, this being a Federal Aid Route, we
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1

have to use Federal Aid standards, and they have

2

a book on standards, on the roundabouts.

3

mean, it is an inch thick,

4

eight-and-a-half-by-eleven book that they put

5

out for designing roundabouts.

6

different from what the expert from Florida had

7

recommended, and we are In discussion now with

8

both sides to try to reach a -- a final product.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

10

mean --

11

MR. KRUEGER:

I

This is a little

When you say both sides, you

The -- the State, Federal, and the

12

community association.

13

the -- the designer from Florida, his

14

recommendations, but they are not based on the

15

Federal standards.

16

non-Federal -- nonstandard on a Federal Aid

17

route.

18

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

19

that, Mr. Krueger.

20
21

Thank you for clarifying
That helps a lot.

Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

And we cannot build a

And I had one other question,

22

24

They wanted to adopt

Go ahead.
On the -- well, you didn't

give me a time, actually.
MR. KRUEGER:

Well,

I was trying to say, we are still
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1

in discussions as to what the final design will

2

be, but I am pretty sure we will have it by the

3

end of the month, and we can start construction

4

right after that.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

6

Mr. Krueger.

7

Okay.

Thank you,

The other question I had was the South

8

Kihei Road improvement Phase IV, what is the

9

intention in that -- in that phase?

Is it -

10

it the Department's intention to go four lane,

11

or what exactly are you going to be doing?

12
13

MR. KRUEGER:

Our intention all along was the two

lane.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

15

MR. KRUEGER:

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

17
18

is

Two lane.

Yes.
So how is it being improved?

It's already two lane.
MR. KRUEGER:

We are putting in -- we are going to

19

redo the road, redo the intersections, put in a

20

whole new drainage system.

21

to what we already have between Lipoa Street,

22

going south towards Kalama Park, except not as

23

wide.

24

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

25

MR. KRUEGER:

Essentially,

close

Not as wide?

Not as wide.

See, that section between
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1

Lipoa Street to Kalama Park is only two lanes,

2

but we made it wide enough so that if the

3

community wants to go to four lanes in the

4

future, we can

5

did Phase IV, the Kihei Community Association

6

did not want that possibility to happen.

7

MR. ARAKAWA:

accom~odate

that.

Councilmember Anderson,

But when we

I -- I think in

8

this particular case, similar to the -- the

9

issues on Waiale and Lower Main, there are a

10

number of outstanding issues and this has been,

11

you know, somewhat contentious over the years.

12

We have a number of outstanding issues we have

13

to deal with before we can actually get to

14

construction.

15

design hasn't been set at all.

16

know, it's very preliminary at this point, so we

17

have to resolve all these issues first before we

18

could come forward with a specific design.

19

Just suffice it to say that the

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

20

issues?

21

anything like that?

22

MR. ARAKAWA:

This -- you

And they are all design

They are not acquisition issues or

Well, it would depend on what the

23

proposed ultimate right-of-way and the

24

cross-section would be.

25

that was one of the outstanding issue we have to

I would assume.
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1

deal with as well.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

3

MR. ARAKAWA:

Alternate right-of-way?

The ultimate right-of-way.

Whether or

4

not you need to widen it, or whether we can keep

5

within the existing right-of-way.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And do you anticipate doing

7

away with any parallel parking on the makai side

8

of the road?

9

MR. ARAKAWA:

Again, we don't know.

I mean,

10

that's -- that's one of the outstanding issues

11

that we would have to deal with.

12

know,

13

Council know what projects we have at least in

14

our radar.

15

there -- there are a number of outstanding

16

issues, and you know, we can't answer that at

17

this point.

18

19
20

This is, you

just a broad-brush approach at letting the

But in this particular case, yeah,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Okay.

And are you also

considering pullouts for bus stops?
MR. ARAKAWA:

That's something we can consider, but

21

again, you know, the design hasn't -- is nowhere

22

near that stage where we can say yes or no.

23

mean,

24

point.

25

it's -- it's very preliminary at this

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah, but that would be a
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1

good thing to consider.

2

list because we definitely need that.

3

want to -- you know, traffic on that road is

4

bumper to bumper,

5

time.

6

patterns work down there.

7

commuter time.

I would say,

We don't

80 percent of the

It's very strange how the traffic
It's not like

So the other question I had on that was

8

9

I hope it is on your

the

the drainage, you say you are going to

10

put new drainage in.

11

coordinated with the drainage master plan that

12

is in the process,

13

finalized that will upgrade the culverts on the

14

makai side of Pi'ilani?

15

MR. KRUEGER:

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

17
18

19

Will that be in any way

I am assuming, of being

Correct.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you

very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Members, any more questions for the

20

Department regarding this update on road

21

improvements for Maui County?

22

would like to recommend that we defer this item,

23

as we will go back to the Department for more

24

updates from time to time.

25

If not, the Chair

Any objections, Members
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1

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

3

recommendation?

4
5
6

as far as the Chair's

Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

one more question before you file this.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

10
11

Mr. Chair, if I could ask

Go ahead.
Thank you.

It's going to be deferred, not

filed.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

12

Sorry.

Defer it.

Just because we did talk about Waiale

13

Road, and I am just wondering if Mr. Krueger or

14

Mr. Arakawa can tell us if -- if the Piihana

15

subdivision Project District, have they received

16

subdivision approval at all for any phase for

17

any part of that project?

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

19

MR. ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa.

They haven't submitted for any building

20

permits,

I am not sure if they need -- I take it

21

back.

22

basically cut out a portion of property that MEO

23

is wishing to do a project on.

24

a subdivision, and it has not been finalized

25

yet.

They are coming in for a subdivision to

So there will be
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And -- and this is the

property that Stanford Carr now owns, correct?
MR. ARAKAWA:

I believe it's owned by Stanford Carr

at this point, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So my question is that one

6

of the project conditions says that prior to

7

preliminary subdivision approval, the applicant

8

shall submit a 20-year master plan, approved by

9

the Director of Public Works for sewage,

10

drainage, and traffic facility improvements in

11

which the applicant will participate.

12

master plan shall include but shall not be

13

limited to on-site, off-site, typical design

14

standards, classification of roadways, and

15

proposed construction schedules for each phase

16

of the project.

17

The

Has there been any movement at all on a

18

master plan such as this facilities master plan?

19

And the reason I ask this, Mr. Chairman,

20

is because this master plan is mentioned

21

throughout the conditions attached to this

22

Project District, and it seems that that's the

23

thing that triggers all these other conditions

24

being implemented, so I am concerned that we

25

haven't received that.
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Actually, thank you for reminding us

2

about that.

3

District, as you know, had been dormant for

4

quite some time, and there's been some

5

discussion by the developers that they are going

6

to be starting up, but they have a number of

7

steps to go through, and we will certainly keep

8

that condition in mind as far as getting all of

9

the master plan items in to us before

10
11

preliminary subdivision approval.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Thank you, Mr. Arakawa.

Thank you, Chair.

12
13

The project, the Piihana Project

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Got a question, in regards to all of

14

15

this road work that needs to be done.

16

understand that the Public Works has offered to

17

loan engineers to the Department of Water

18

Supply, and will this jeopardize the projects

19

that are now, you know, being reviewed by us

20

this morning?

21

MR. ARAKAWA:

I

Mr. Chair, since that's a Wastewater

22

Division matter, actually that's the next item

23

on our agenda, and we can kind of go into that

24

on the next item.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Okay.

Fine.

Thank you.
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Members, again, if there's no

1

2

objections, the Chair will defer this item.

3

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you very much.

5

6

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

9

At this time, the Chair would like

to take a ten-minute break.

10

at five to 11:00.

11

RECESS:

10:43 a.m.

12

RECONVENE:

10:57 a.m.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Recess.

We will reconvene
(Gavel.'

(Gavel.' The Public

Public

14

Works Committee will now reconvene.

15

Members, at this time, the Chair would like to

16

close public testimony since there's no sign-up

17

and no one in the audience this morning.

18

objections to closing public testimony?

19

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

21

Thank you very much.

Okay.

Any

Public

testimony is now here closed.

22
23
24

PW-7

USEPA/DOH CONSENT DECREE QUARTERLY PROGRESS
REPORTS (WASTEWATER) (C.C. Nos. 05-77 and
06-35)

25
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CHAIR PONTANILLA:

The next item on our agenda is

2

PW-7, USEPA/DOH Consent Decree Quarterly

3

Progress Reports

4

of County Communication No. 05-77 transmitting

5

the United States Environmental Protection

6

Agency State of Hawaii Department of Health

7

Consent Decree Quarterly Progress Report No. 22

8

for the period October 2004 through

9

December 2004, as well as for Report No. 26,

10

13
14

This is a result

which covers October 2005 through December 2005.
At this time,

11
12

(Wastewater).

I would like to call on

Mr. Arakawa.
MR. ARAKAWA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
As a matter of background, the U.S.

15

Environmental Protection Agency and the State

16

Department of Health filed two lawsuits against

17

the County in the late 1990s alleging violations

18

of Federal and State law.

19

entered into a Consent Decree with both the EPA

20

and DOH, and this was filed on November 8,

The County then

1999.

21

As a requirement of the Consent Decree,

22

the County is required to submit to EPA and DOH

23

quarterly Consent Decree Compliance Reports, and

24

we also are required to submit to the County

25

Council the January 15th quarterly report every
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year, and that's what you have before you.

2

Dave Taylor, our Wastewater Reclamation

3

Division Chief, will provide further information

4

on the steps taken by the County to develop and

5

implement the various goals, plans, programs,

6

procedures, schedules, and budgets pursuant to

7

the Consent Decree.

8

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Before I introduce Mr. Taylor,

would like to welcome both Mr. Taylor as well as

10

Traci Villarosa from the Corporation Counsel

11

joining us this morning.

12
13

14

I

Mr. Taylor, go ahead.
MR. TAYLOR:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
As the Director mentioned, the Consent

15

Decree covers a lot of what we do in Wastewater

16

and a couple of quotes in the Consent Decree,

17

just want to requote are that the Consent Decree

18

is meant to ensure that the County continues to

19

improve its efforts to corne into and maintain

20

compliance with Hawaii Revised Statutes and the

21

Federal Clean Water Act, as well as continue to

22

use, implement, and improve ways, means, and

23

methods to prevent or reduce wastewater spills.

24
25

Basically, the Consent Decree is about
reliability.

It's about a reliable wastewater
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1

system that isn't failing and isn't spilling.

2

And essentially, the programs listed in the

3

Consent Decree cover everything we do.

4

essentially the Consent Decree dictates thorough

5

management and preventative action in all areas

6

of the Wastewater system.

7

planning, design,

8

repair, maintenance, information management,

9

enforcement, as well as personal training

10
11

And

That includes

construction, operations,

programs.
So basically, the Consent Decree

12

dictates a number of programs which touch,

13

basically, every facet of we what we do in the

14

Wastewater Division, and it mandates a series of

15

work plans for all these aspects.

16

these work plans essentially evaluates current

17

operations and sets an action plan to -- to

18

manage these actions.

19

And each of

It also basically dictates good utility

20

management practices for the entire division.

21

So even if the Consent Decree were -- were

22

lifted today, all of these programs we do

23

wouldn't just stop.

24

is necessary for good utility management.

25

other Consent Decrees within the County specify

They are essentially what
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1

specific projects that start, and then they end,

2

and then you are finished.

3

difference with this Consent Decree, is it

4

dictates ongoing proper utility management

5

practices that are going to need to continue

6

forever,

The important

even when the Consent Decree ends.
So the quarterly report in front of you

7

8

basically shows where we are with a lot of these

9

programs.

The Consent Decree has been

10

instrumental in guiding our Capital Improvement

11

Program, and we want to discuss a little bit

12

about what projects are coming up in the FY '07

l3

budget that are -- and how they relate to the

14

Consent Decree.

15

But before that,

I want to talk a little

16

about the system reliability.

17

a -- a little -- a little chart that looks like

18

this.

19

titled "Wastewater Reclamation Division System

20

Reliability."

21

And we prepared

Is this in front of everyone?

It's

The numbers presented here aren't in the

22

Consent Decree.

23

specifically, but they're really the basic

24

philosophy and intention of why we have a

25

Consent Decree.

They are not listed

And what this shows is that in
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1

the years 1992 to 1994, the Division processed

2

about 15 billion gallons of wastewater.

3

little over 6 million of that spilled or was

4

untreated, and that comes out to a reliability

5

of 99.9575 percent, which means that percentage

6

of it was treated to State and Federal

7

requirements, which seems pretty high.

8
9

A

The equivalent annual down time
imagine if the system operated equally, 24/7

10

was 3 hours, 43 minutes.

11

this system was working all year, except for 3

12

hours and 43 minutes, that's essentially where

13

we were in 1992 to 1994.

14

to the Consent Decree.

15

led to the public feeling that we were not

16

adequately maintaining and operating the system.

17

And I

So if we imagine that

That performance led
That performance also

just mention that as a baseline to

18

show that the reliability expected by the public

19

and by the Federal government for operating a

20

wastewater system is far higher than almost

21

anything else that we are used to dealing with.

22

You know, our cars are not operational except

23

for 3 hours and 43 minutes a year.

24

99.9575 percent reliability was really high, and

25

it was still looked at as failure by the Federal

So this
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government.
The last three years, 2003 to 2005, as

3

the -- as the table shows, we have processed

4

about 16 billion gallons of wastewater, only

5

spilled about 350,000, for this reliability of

6

99.9978 percent, and that's equivalent to the

7

system being out of service, Countywide, only

8

about 12 total minutes a year.

9

So again, although these numbers aren't

10

in the Consent Decree, essentially what the

11

Consent Decree says is we will operate the

12

system at a super-high reliability so that it's

13

almost perfect.

14

philosophy behind the Consent Decree.

15

this expectation from the community and from the

16

Federal government that has really driven our

17

operational cost and especially our CIP budget.

18

And that's really the basic
And it's

To reach this level of reliability,

it

It means that we

19

means that nothing can fail.

20

have to fix pipelines before they break.

21

have to replace systems before they -- before

22

they break.

23

we have to pay extra attention to them,

24

essentially, build extra systems so that we can

25

take our existing systems down for long-term

We

As the systems get older, it means
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1

maintenance.

2

that we have to be on top of everything.

3

have to be years ahead of when things are going

4

to fail and start the replacement process.

5

this really drives the intention of our Capital

6

Improvement Program.

7

99.978 percent reliability means
We

So

And now to get on to the next handout we

8

gave, which is the proposed six-year Capital

9

Improvement Plan and costs.

And I am just going

10

to go through the Fiscal Year 2007 items, which

11

you will be seeing in a couple of weeks in the

12

Mayor's proposed budget.

13

And by area,

first in South Maui, we see

14

Consent Decree sewer rehabilitation in Kihei,

15

$5 million.

16

Decree programs is that all of the sewer

17

lines -- there's about 200 miles of sewer lines

18

in Maui County -- were prioritized, and the

19

high-priority ones first, TV cameras were run

20

through them to identify systems that were

21

headed towards failure.

22

basically says you will identify all of these

23

critical lines, corne up with a plan to fix them,

24

and then fix them.

25

The Consent -- one of the Consent

And the Consent Decree

So this first item the Consent Decree
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1

rehabilitation in Kihei,

2

miles of large-diameter lines in South Kihei

3

Road that need to be repaired.

4

that $5 million is for.

5

identifies a couple of

So that's what

In West Maui, the first project in

6

FY '07, is Lahaina Wastewater Pump Station I

7

replacement, $7.4 million.

8

Station I was built with the original system

9

back in the early 1970s.

Lahaina Pump

It's located right

10

outside the Lahaina treatment plant, where the

11

car rental businesses are.

And it serves

12

everything south of there.

So basically, all of

13

Lahaina town and Kaanapali are serviced by this

14

pumping station.

15

Again, it's over 30 years old.

It's a

16

reliability standpoint.

It's gotten so old, we

17

need to do some replacements.

18

failures of it last year, where we had

19

wastewater spills, and this is basically part of

20

the scheduled replacement for reliability of our

21

large facilities.

We had three

22

The next project, Lahaina Wastewater

23

Reclamation Facility Modification, Stage lA,

24

this is listed as 2.5 million.

25

says design/construction.

It incorrectly

This would just be
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design money.
The original plant was built in the

3

early '70s, upgraded in the early '80s or the

4

mid '80s, and again in the '90s.

5

regulatory requirements in 1996 became a lot

6

more stringent, the -- the plant has to put out

7

much higher quality water than it was originally

8

designed to -- to produce.

9

have -- we have sort of traded reliability

Because the

So essentially, we

10

for -- for quality, and now we have to bring the

11

reliability up so that we can keep meeting these

12

requirements as the system continues to age.

13

that will eventually lead to a -- a construction

14

project probably in Fiscal Year 2008 to actually

15

build these things.

16

So

The next project in West Maui is the

17

Consent Decree Sewer Rehabilitation for Lahaina.

18

Again, this is, as the Consent Decree action

19

plan identified a number of major wastewater

20

lines in the West Maui area that need repair.

21

Next to Wailuku-Kahului, the

22

Wailuku-Kahului Wastewater Reclamation Facility

23

Electrical and Solids Upgrade,

24

construction.

25

a few years ago, this

$2 million for

In the last upgrade that was done
this was originally
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1

intended to be included.

We finished the design

2

about halfway, and then found that our budget

3

would not support it.

4

other improvements, put these improvements off,

5

and now that this resolution that was recently

6

passed, committing to staying on this site, has

7

been passed by the Council, we are now ready to

8

co~~it

So we prioritized the

to upgrading the rest of the facilities.

9

And so this is the main electrical

10

distribution systems, which are original.

11

were built in the '70s.

12

upgrades which process the biosolids,

13

that is a little newer but some does also date

14

back to the original plant in the 1970s.

15

again, a reliability upgrade.

16

They

Also some of the solids
some of

So

Next project, the Wailuku-Kahului

17

Tsunami Protection.

This was basically talked

18

about at length in this Committee and at

19

Council.

20

erosion improvements for that facility.

21

this would be the first step in moving forward,

22

now that the study is completed, to look at the

23

details of exactly how to do the shoreline

24

protection, which methods are best, which

25

tsunami improvement methods are best, and move

This is the tsunami improvements and
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on to the -- to the design of that.

2

The last project in the Wailuku-Kahului

3

area for FY '07 is the Consent Decree Sewer

4

Rehabilitation for Central.

5

pipelines that were -- that were identified

6

during the previous phase that are failing and

7

need to be repaired or replaced.

8
9

Again, these are

Under Countywide, the first item, EPA
Consent Decree Compliance Projects.

This item,

10

$1 million design/construction,

11

repair.

12

and running video cameras through lines,

13

sometimes we run into problems that we hadn't

14

anticipated that need to be fixed right away.

15

So this item is essentially a -- a -- a

16

contingency fund,

17

will find these lines that need immediate repair

18

or replacement, but at this time, we don't know

19

where they will be.

20

during our continuing investigations, we will

21

find some that just can't wait to be programmed

22

for the next year and need to be repaired right

23

away.

24
25

is pipeline

Because we are constantly investigating

Countywide, knowing that we

We are just assuming that

The next item, Countywide EPA Consent
Decree Wastewater Reclamation Facility
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1

Renovation Projects, there's another program in

2

the Consent Decree that basically says we have

3

to have an ongoing investigation and replacement

4

program for our equipment in our pump stations

5

and in our treatment plants.

6

our staff is constantly running evaluations on

7

equipment, and based on those evaluations, we

8

have to repair and replace things before they

9

fail.

10

This means that

Right now we have a list of a number of

11

projects in -- they are kind of scattered

12

throughout the different treatment plants, that

13

this is intended to cover, but as these

14

evaluations may -- are ongoing, and they may

15

lead to different priorities.

16

might find something tomorrow that we thought

17

was okay, but based on a recent -- based on a

18

new evaluation, reprioritizes some new equipment

19

or another piece of equipment to a higher

20

priority.

21

the -- the Consent Decree basically calls for

22

this program to be constantly dynamic and the

23

prioritization is ongoing as evaluation is

24

completed.

25

For example, we

So this allows some shifting because

The next item, Countywide Pump Station
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1

Renovations, $2.5 million for construction.

2

These pump stations, most of them are original

3

from the '70s and '80s, and again, they have

4

come to the end of their useful life and their

5

reliability concern.

6

Central Operations and Maintenance

7

Facilities, as the Consent Decree called for

8

basically a ramping up of preventative

9

maintenance, we have had to add staff, add

10

equipment, and do more and more preventative

11

maintenance system-wide.

12

caused some reorganization and some additional

13

positions.

14

We have all kinds of spare repair materials that

15

needs to be kept out of the environment because

16

it has to last a long time as we never know when

17

exactly it is going to be needed.

18

really a facility for those preventative

19

maintenance people, equipment, and vehicles.

20

So this has caused

We have all this extra equipment.

So this is

The next item under Countywide is

21

injection well rehabilitation, and this is

22

listed as $75,000 for a study.

23

As most of you know, the injection wells

24

are the primary effluent disposal method for the

25

wastewater system.

About 80 percent of the
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1

effluent we -- we produce goes down the

2

injection wells.

3

are original, built in the '70s; others were

4

done in the '90s as part of plant expansions.

5

All the injection wells are degrading, which

6

means at some point, they will no longer have

7

the necessary capacity.

8
9

Some of the injection wells

This is perhaps the most critical item
in our whole system.

If the injection wells can

10

no longer function and take the capacity, we

11

have nowhere to put this effluent.

12

concerned about this degrading capacity in the

13

injection wells, and we do want to take kind of

14

a wider look at it, bring an expert in who has

15

better experience maybe nationwide with these

16

types of systems, to see can we rehabilitate

17

them, do we need to drill new ones, what exactly

18

do we need to do with these things.

19

what that is for.

20

So we are

So that is

And then in Molokai, a Facility Plan

21

Update, the $80,000, essentially a study.

22

The -- the Department of Health and the State

23

law requires that when certain triggers are met,

24

when you reach -- I believe it's 75 percent of

25

your plant capacity, you have to do a -- you
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1

have to initiate a facility study saying what

2

are we going to do next.

3

stage.

4

So Molokai is at that

We previously did a study about a decade

5

ago, so essentially we are going to bring that

6

back, update it, and kind of make plans based on

7

existing technology of what needs to happen next

8

in Molokai.
So as you can see,

9

for Fiscal Year 2007,

10

we are looking at close to $26 million in CIP,

11

and that's a level that we expect to either go

12

up a little or essentially be at this 25,

13

$30 million level for the next several years.

14

And essentially this is reliability driven.

15

It's -- I don't want to say it's only driven by

16

the Consent Decree, because the Consent Decree

17

is

18

of us, to have a very reliable system, have very

19

few sewer spills.

20

public expectation lead to this level of -- of

21

effort in order to continue to meet these

22

reliability needs.

23

24
25

- is similar to what the public has expected

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Both the Consent Decree and

Thank you, Mr. Taylor.

Members, any questions for the
Department?
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

You haven't shared how you

folks are planning to pay for this.
MR. TAYLOR:

Thank you Mr. Hokama, for the Fiscal

5

Year 2007 proposed budget, what -- what we are

6

proposing is about $20 million in SRF loans, and

7

I believe it was 1 million in cash, and

8

5 million in GO bonds.

9

proposing a 10 percent rate increase.

10
11
12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
by the sewer
MR. TAYLOR:

And we are going to be

So the bonds will be paid back
Sewer Fund Program?

That is the intention, Mr. Hokama.
And we should mention that a large

13
14

expenditure, the large bond expenditure of the

15

mid -- early to mid '90s, when a lot of work was

16

done on the wastewater system, will be coming

17

will be paid off in the early part of the next

18

decade.

19

bond will be

20

retiring,

21

more at the same rate.

22
23
24
25

So what we are looking at is a -- that
that bond debt service will be

so we will be able to take on some

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

That's about $140 million, you

want for the next six years.
Why do you have so many things under
design and construction?

I think the Federal
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1

government has, you know

2

working as well, but I can understand, and even

3

for us, we have given a lot of money, and those

4

projects have not reached construction.

5

would you ask us for construction money before

6

you had completed the design?

7

MR. TAYLOR:

There are

for us it may not be

So why

there are different

8

projects that take a different level of design

9

effort.

For example, some of the projects

10

require consultant, detailed consultant drawings

11

with all sorts of permitting that have a lot of

12

design component.

13

engineering division was just here.

14

almost all of their projects require something

15

like that.

16

A lot of the projects, like
Most

We have -- because we have so much

17

equipment and infrastructure within our

18

fenceline, when we are replacing these or

19

putting in large equipment installations on

20

existing concrete pads, we can easily have a

21

project that's a million dollars or more which

22

doesn't really require permits or environmental

23

permitting.

24

equipment installation.

25

It is essentially considered an

So when we do these kind of projects,
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1

the design can be very quick because essentially

2

we are getting information from the

3

manufacturers, we are using their drawings and

4

their specifications to go out to bid, and the

5

whole process for those kind of projects can be

6

really accelerated.

7

A lot of the pipeline projects, for

8

example, we have existing pipelines and the

9

repair method is to take essentially a

10

fiberglass sock and insert it in the old line.

11

That doesn't require any permitting.

12

out to bid very quickly.

13

complete a project like that in less than a

14

year.

15

We can go

So we can initiate and

So there's really a difference.

When

16

we -- when we have these large projects that

17

require building permits and SMA and an

18

engineering consultant, those we usually break

19

up into a design phase, a construction phase,

20

sometimes even a study phase.

21

these projects which are essentially large

22

equipment installations or large repairs, even

23

though the dollar value is high, the actual

24

professional effort is pretty quick and pretty

25

low, and allows us to do design and construction

But when we do
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in the same budget cycle.

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

3

CIP budget.

4
5

6

Well, repairs wouldn't be in a

Well, good luck in budget.

That's all I got to say at this time,
Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

7

Members, any more questions?

8

Member Anderson.

9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

10

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Taylor, in the West Maui 2007

11

budget, you are basically doing replacement and

12

modifications and reliability upgrades,

13

what you described to us.

14

projects going to increase capacity?

15

MR. TAYLOR:

in -- in

Are any of these

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

And that's

16

a -- that's a really great question because

17

there's a lot of confusion about that.

18

Most projects in -- in wastewater

19

facilities improve capacity and reliability at

20

the same time.

21

is triggering the project.

22

in a pump that can serve 1,000 homes versus

23

putting in a pump that can serve 2,000 homes,

24

the larger pump doesn't cost twice as much;

25

might only cost 5 or 10 percent more.

It's usually a matter of which
For example, putting
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So if development is driving the

1

2

project, it's really being driven by capacity,

3

but you are getting reliability because you are

4

upgrading it.

5

reliability, you are replacing it, but while you

6

are replacing it, upsizing it a little bit

7

doesn't really cost very much extra.
So in this sort of business -- for

8
9

If the project is being driven by

example, Lahaina Pump Station I is listed here.

10

Originally, we completed a design about ten

11

years ago that was going to be 60 percent funded

12

by the Villages of Lealii project because they

13

needed the capacity.

14

an issue when that came up, but they needed the

15

capacity.

Reliability wasn't really

At this point, it's been 15 years.

16
17

now are

18

need reliability.

19

to get some extra capacity, but that's not

20

really the driving force.

21

We

are pushing the project because we
While we do it, we are going

So our eIP is usually driven by

22

reliability.

While we do it, we usually upsize

23

it to its -- to kind of the next level, which,

24

again, doesn't usually cost that much more.

25

Once you are building something, you're building
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it a little bit bigger isn't a huge cost.

2

So again, reliability, quality, and -

3

and capacity kind of come together,

4

depends on who -- which of those is driving the

5

project.

6
7

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

and it

So you can't tell me how

much capacity increase there might be?
MR. TAYLOR:

We can.

And first,

let me say even if

there was no more development in West Maui,

even

10

if right now all the developers went home and

11

said nobody is building anything, we would still

12

be doing these projects at these costs.

13

reliability is driving that.

So the

14

While we do them, we are constantly in

15

communication with these developers about what

16

they are planning, trying to get their timelines

17

down, how much flow they are going to be adding,

18

and trying to deal with their -- with their

19

capacity needs.

20

Right now, at 11:20 in the morning, we

21

are about peak flow allover the island.

So the

22

systems are about as full right now as they are

23

anywhere.

24

full because if we have a huge, heavy rain

25

island-wide, which we might only have once

But they are still only about half
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1

once every year or every few years,

2

double the

ow.

So that's more of a reliability issue

3

4

it will

than it is a capacity issue.
So for this reason, our -- our range for

5

6

reliability, meaning these peak flows and these

7

rare wet-weather events,

8

really, more than development does.

kind of drive the size,

So although development is a part of it,

9
10

it tends to be sort of a smaller capacity than

11

just the reliability and rain events are.

12

So there's no way to just yank out the

13

number saying which subdivision, how much flow

14

is it adding to this system.

15

it's kind of a coagulation of all of these

16

things.

It's kind of a --

And because systems aren't available at

17
18

every little increment, you either get a

19

100-horsepower pump or you get a lSD-horsepower

20

pump.

21

you buy the 150, so there tends to be this extra

22

capacity when you do a reliability upgrade as

23

soon as you pass one of these points where

24

where equipment is available.

25

in quantum sizes; so do generators; so do pumps.

Basically, as soon as you are over 100,

Piping only comes
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1

So we just more try to make sure that we have

2

enough capacity for what

3

reliability standpoint.

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

lS

happening from a

So, Mr. Taylor,

for the

5

7.4 million for the Lahaina Pump Station I

6

replacement, how much capacity will that

7

increase -- once you have replaced that pump,

8

how much more capacity, number one, will the new

9

pump provide; and number two,

just because you

10

have a pump that increases capacity, there's

11

other facets within the plant that also need to

12

be increased to accommodate that increased

13

pumpage.

14

MR. TAYLOR:

So can you give me an idea on that.
I will try.

And I -- I was

15

oversimplifying a little.

16

pump, there is a number of pumps, and like you

17

mentioned, there are all sorts of different

18

processing phases throughout the treatment

19

plant.

20

kind of what we call de-bottlenecking;

21

what is the first bottleneck and expanding it,

22

then what is the second bottleneck and expanding

23

it.

24

25

There isn't just one

Part of what you are seeing here,

is

finding

In the case of Lahaina Pump Station I,
we had last year,

I believe, three rain events
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1

that caused that station to be overloaded.

2

So -- and right now,

3

we call 44 percent of its maximum -- of its

4

design capacity.

5

here is in heavy rains, the flow to this station

6

doubles.

it's only operating at what

So basically, what we know

So we are essentially going to be

7

8

doubling the capacity of the station knowing

9

that even without development, we are going to

10

see that.

So the development component is a --

11

is some component of that, but it is a smaller

12

component than just the unknown that we have in

13

the rainstorm event.
So my understanding is from all the

14
15

development we are -- all the developers are

16

looking at,

17

was about 3 million gallons a day additional

18

flow to the Lahaina system over the next 15

19

years,

20

for West Maui,

I

think the number

something like that.
And this station will add -- would have

21

the capacity to handle that.

But again,

even if

22

all those developers don't build, we would still

23

be doing this project to upgrade that same

24

basically almost that same level of capacity

25

just to handle the

the peak rain events.
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1

the actual development capacity is a pretty

2

small portion compared to the unknowns we get

3

about how heavy it rains and how much of that

4

floods into the wastewater system.

5

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So you can't really tell me

6

how much capacity increase that any of this

7

funding might allow?

8
9

MR. TAYLOR:
design.

Right now, we

--

we haven't finished the

We haven't figured -- crunching all the
But what we do is essentially we look

10

numbers.

11

at it even if there's no development and say

12

what would we have to do.

l3

that project.

14

would take.

15

it can take.

16

And we then look at

We look at the equipment that
And then see how much development

For example, if we do our calculations

17

and just say even if there's no development, we

18

need a 110-horsepower pump and motor system.

19

But they don't sell that; you have to buy 150

20

horsepower.

21

horsepower in, and now there's all this extra

22

room for development.

23

this works.

24

at this stage, we don't have the exact numbers.

25

So all of a sudden, we put the 150

So that's essentially how

It is a little iterative.

And so

But I think maybe why you are asking
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1

this is how much of this do we put on the

2

developers, and our -- our -- our philosophy on

3

this has been if we are doing a project that's

4

for reliability, we take the lead, we pay the

5

costs.

6

they -- there's always developers dealing with

7

us who need more capacity.

8

doing a project because they need the capacity,

9

then we have them pay for it and dedicate it to

10
11

If a developer is coming in, which

If the -- if we are

us.
So these projects are because of our

12

needs, because of reliability to existing users.

13

That's our primary focus.

14

coming in where they need expanded service, we

15

tend to -- to push that onto their shoulders.

16

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well,

And if developers are

I appreciate that

17

Mr. Taylor, but that really wasn't my concern.

18

What I am trying get at is it's my understanding

19

that the Lahaina sewage plant is at capacity.

20

We have complaints about sewage smells.

21

So I am trying to find out, you know,

22

just in this first year, and then I see in '08,

23

there's going to be an awful lot more money

24

spent on the West Maui Wastewater system.

25

what I am trying to get at is how much capacity
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1

increase are you anticipating adding to West

2

Maui by all these upgrades or rehabilitation

3

that you are doing?

4

MR. TAYLOR:

5

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
The first question about odor, and as it

6

relates to capacity.

7

odor is not related to the capacity issues.

8

Just because this has been a concern voiced by

9

other people, this is maybe a good place to say

10

Let me just say that the

this.
When that plant was built, the facility

11
12

was chosen in that area because it was away from

13

development so that odors were not a huge

14

concern.

15

far from where the landfill was going to be,

16

they hadn't planned on trucking the biosolids

17

all the way to the landfill.

18

built with a lower level of solids

19

treatment, because it was supposed to be used in

20

drying beds and then put on the fields.

21

a more -- that's a process that generates more

22

odors.

23

the other two plants, which is why we get more

24

odor complaints at the Lahaina facility.

25

The system -- and because it was very

So the system was
biosolids

That is

We use a much more refined process at

So it's always smelled like that,
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1

until we do a major solids change,

2

continue to smell like that.

3

do with the capacity.

4

more that,

5

than they ever have before and people are

6

starting to notice it more.

7

to the actual capacity of the plant.

8

9

it will

It has nothing to

I think it's probably

just, people are living closer to it

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

But it's unrelated

Is there anything in your

plans to upgrade that process to eliminate the

10

odors?

11

MR. TAYLOR:

There is nothing in our plans at this

12

time, though the -- there may be.

13

wouldn't

14

but as far as the

15

system to get rid of the solids that we may

16

decide to implement because it has better

17

long-term economic effects, better reliability,

18

and that may have an after-effect of lowering

19

the -- the odors.

20

that we are working on right now.

21

It

it wouldn't be driven by the odors,
the reliability, there's a

So that's actually something

As far as the capacity, it's hard to

22

talk about capacity of the plant without being a

23

little chronological.

24

two plants next to each other.

25

1975, one built in 1985.

The plant is essentially
One built in

They were both tied
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1

together and upgraded slightly in the early

2

'90s,

I think 1993.
After that design and construction

3

4

project was completed in 1993, the capacity was

5

9 million gallons a day.

6

was rated for.

That's what the plant

In 1996, due to pressure from the

7

8

community and a concern of nutrient loading in

9

the injection wells,

into the ocean, the EPA put

10

on another regulation that limits -- just puts

11

on a tighter regulation for nitrogen.

12

there was a push to -- to decrease the

13

dependency on the injection wells, which led to

14

a reuse water system.

15

also has very strict quality standards.

Also,

The reuse water system

So essentially, what we have is a plant

16
17

that was built, designed, upgraded for a certain

18

level of quality, and now we have to operate

19

that at a much higher level of quality.

20

have essentially traded some capacity for this

21

quality and reliability.

So we

We are in the middle -- we are at the

22
23

end phases right now of what has taken about two

24

years.

25

wastewater consultant on board.

We have had a

an engineering process,
We have done
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1

all sorts of studies at the plants.

2

stress-tested a number of the equipment and

3

processes.

4

numbers together.

5

months, we are going to have a better idea of,

6

with the current requirements, how much capacity

7

can we really get out of this plant.

8
9

We have

We are just putting our final
And within a couple of

It's important to remember that the
plant was never designed to make the quality of

10

water that we are now -- by regulation we have

11

to make.

12

capacity does the plant have at these higher

13

quality regulations.

14

trying to figure out.

15

better idea of what we need to do to meet

16

requirements.

So no one really knew exactly how much

So that's what we are
That will give us a

This -- this kind of puts us in a

17
18

strange situation where whether or not this

19

upgrade is necessary for capacity, or

20

reliability, or quality, could sort of be

21

argued.

22

that the plant once had a capacity of

23

9 million gallons a day, but when the new

24

regulations came in, that was downgraded, and

25

really, who is responsible for that loss of

Because you could take the position
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1

capacity?

That will be the next thing we have

2

to sort of debate.
But right now, we are just trying to

3

4

figure out what,

from an engineering standpoint,

5

how far can we push this plant and still meet

6

the current regulatory requirements.
So I know that's kind of a roundabout

7

8

answer to that.

But the point is as regulations

9

keep getting stricter, we essentially keep

10

losing capacity for reliability and for quality.

11

And so it is a constantly moving target as

12

regulations get stricter and as the facilities

13

age and have more down time.

14

older and older and require more maintenance,

15

you have a higher likelihood of multiple things

16

failing at once, and so to meet these quality

17

and reliability standards, the actual capacity

18

sort of lessens as -- as time goes on.

19
20
21

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

As the systems get

So we have less than

9 million gallons a day now?
MR. TAYLOR:

The plant is -- yes.

Yes.

The plant is

22

still permitted to output 9 million gallons a

23

day down the injection wells, but on site, we do

24

not have the capability to treat that much

25

wastewater to our current regulatory
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1

requirements.

2

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

3

4

And will any of these budget

requests in '07 or '08 allow that to happen?
MR. TAYLOR:

Yes.

That's the intention of the

5

Lahaina Wastewater Reclamation Facility

6

Modification Stage lA, is to essentially

7

reestablish the capacity that used to be there

8

under the lesser regulatory requirements.

9
10
11

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

So that will only bring it

back up to 9 million gallons a day?
MR. TAYLOR:

Possibly not all the way to 9, but it

12

will bring it up higher than it is right at this

13

second.

14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

15

MR. TAYLOR:

And what is it right now?

That's something we are trying to figure

16

out.

17

watch

18

water in there that you start seeing failures.

19

Because the wastewater system on

20

The only way to really know this is to
is to see a failure,

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

is to put so much

You have got to have a

21

ballpark, David.

22

putting in more sewage than the plant can -- can

23

process.

24

limits are to some extent.

25

MR. TAYLOR:

I mean, we are not going to be

So you have got to know what your

Which is why we are -- we are doing the
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1

study.

2

of -- kind of,

3

requirements,

4

requirements, you are meeting requirements, you

5

are meeting requirements, and then you hit --

6

sort of hit some biological, biochemical sort of

7

limit, and the whole thing just goes chaotic.

8
9

And again,

in these -- in these kind

really, cutting-edge regulatory
it's possible that you are meeting

And so there's really no way to test
that because we don't store wastewater.

We just

10

treat it as it comes through.

11

store up two weeks or a month of wastewater and

12

really stress-test the facility.

13

facility wasn't designed to do this.

14

We have no way to

And again, the

So what we are really doing is we have

15

been testing pieces one at a time, trying to

16

and essentially building computer models to

17

model what happens when it's all working

18

together.

19

to run it up to its limits and see how it's

20

going to work.

21

We just don't have enough water to

So

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Let me put it this way.

22

much sewage are you processing right now,

23

day?

24

MR. TAYLOR:

25

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

every

About 5 million gallons.
Okay.

And then one more
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question, Mr. Chair, if I could.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Go ahead.

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

What study or has there been

4

a study, has there been any effort on behalf of

5

the County, since '75 '85,

6

dates that you are tying to various changes

7

within this system, has there been any effort to

8

look at what the cost would be to develop a

9

reclaimed water system, and I mean the pipeline

10

'93,

'96, all these

to deliver it?
Because if 80 percent of the effluent is

11
12

going into injection wells, and you are asking

13

us for -- what is it -- 75,000 for injection

14

well rehabilitation, and we know injection wells

15

aren't the best way to go about it,

16

preventing us, what is the big hurdle from

17

keeping us from actually using some of this

18

80 percent effluent?

19

MR. TAYLOR:

Ms. Anderson,

so what is

if you look in the 2010

20

column of the six-year plan, you'll see, under

21

West Maui, off-site effluent storage land

22

acquisition -- I'm sorry.

23

Storage and Transmission,

24

construction.

25

FY '08 for design.

You see Reuse System
$24 million for

You see a million dollars in
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So basically,

1

$25 million would be a

2

cost

3

but probably

4

gallons a day of that 5 million.

5

of the 5 million gallons a day treated -- and I

6

am using rough numbers, because I don't have the

7

details off the top of my head -- we probably

8

use a little less than a million for reuse.

I -- I don't recall the exact number,
probably less than a million
So right now,

And so this -- it would cost about

9
10

$25 million to probably up that another million,

11

or not even a million gallons.
So, also, we have to understand that

12
13

reuse water has to be treated, has to have plant

14

operations at a much higher level than water

15

that goes down the injection wells.

16

from a reliability standpoint, water that goes

17

down the injection wells basically has to meet

18

its requirements,

19

are averaged over a week or averaged over a

20

month.

21

down, and you can still put it down the

22

injection wells.

23

So again,

its quality requirements,

that

So the quality can go up and it can go

Reuse water has to meet an

24

instantaneous, constantly monitored quality

25

that's much higher than injection well water.
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1

And there's automatic equipment that as soon as

2

it doesn't meet that,

3

means that the whole plant has to operate at

4

this super-high cutting-edge quality all the

5

time,

it shuts it off, which

24/7.

6

So reuse water, actually -- it's very

7

expensive to make and to make reliably and to

8

commit to reliably.

9

sort of high costs just to build systems, and

So that's why you see these

10

probably even a higher cost if we are going to

11

commit to those customers that we will guarantee

12

them water, you know, with 99 percent

13

reliability.

14

probably additional plant upgrades to make sure

15

that as things go out of service, we are

16

constantly making that water.

17

Now we are also talking about

So reclaimed water is a very expensive

18

undertaking.

19

shouldn't do it, but we should just all

20

understand that it is not just taking the same

21

water and just pumping it around.

22

better quality water, having more backup

23

reliability systems, and building a distribution

24

systems.

25

I'm not saying it's bad or we

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

It's making

So you are saying it is
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1

going to cost us $24 million to get one more

2

million gallons in reused water?

3

MR. TAYLOR:

4

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

6
7

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you, Ms. Anderson.

Members, any more questions for the
Department?

8
9

That's correct.

Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

10

Chairman, thank you very much.

Mr. Taylor, good morning,

and I am

11

interested essentially in the Molokai

12

projection, 2007, the study.

13

capacity, what do you expect out of the study

14

that you don't already know?

15

not through me, please.

16

MR. TAYLOR:

Okay.

At 75 percent

And talk to me,

Basically, the last time we did

17

this was about a decade ago.

18

would look at is plan development on Molokai and

19

as this wastewater system really only serves

20

Kaunakakai, plan development in Kaunakakai.

21

what would we would do if we had to expand that

22

capacity.

23

And so what we

And

So essentially, what we would look at is

24

existing technology and say, okay, if all of a

25

sudden the people of Molokai decided to further
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1

develop Kaunakakai, and we needed more capacity,

2

what would we do?

3

treatment plant.

4

technological advances that have been made since

5

we last did the study.

6

be sort of a footprint schematic engineering

7

study that would tell us if the capacity has to

8

increase by 50 percent, what would we do,

9

how much would that cost, and when we would have

There's a number of

10

to start this.

11

facility plan is.

12

So there is room at the

So essentially it would

and

So that's essentially what the

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So the long-range plan, then,

13

in terms of this particular plant, is to not

14

actually expand it, to actually provide service

15

to the greater island,

16

just within Kaunakakai?

17

MR. TAYLOR:

just to keep the services

That's correct.

The other areas are

18

sort of so far away and so sporadic that there

19

is no intention right now to add service in

20

other areas.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

And let me just ask you

22

one specific question, Chairman, if I may,

23

if I am out of the line,

24

me, please.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

and

I am sure you will tell

Go ahead.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

There was funding that was

2

allocated for the repair of a force main,

3

$1 million.

4

been completed?

5

MR. TAYLOR:

Can you tell me if that project had

Yes, Mr. Mateo.

The project has -- was

6

put out to bid.

We have a contractor.

We are

7

getting the final permits.

8

go through the -- I think the Army Corps-of-

9

Engineers-controlled drainageway, and we are

That project has to

10

expecting to begin that -- to begin construction

11

work on that project this spring.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

The only reason I ask is

13

because of your constant references to

14

reliability, perfection, prevention,

15

maintenance, because when the request for those

16

funds came down two years ago, it was brought to

17

our attention because of emergency and

18

criticalness of the need to do this replacement.

19

And this emergency and criticalness is going to

20

happen two years later.

21

So I look at some of your maintenance,

22

and I doubt whether, you know,

23

immediately in this Fiscal Year that you are

24

asking for it.

25

the Molokai project that had not yet been done.

Case in point,

it will be done

$1 million for
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So you know,

I question your -- your

2

reference to, you know, reliability and

3

prevention, maintenance, because you are not

4

demonstrating it.

5

So you know, what -- what happens with

6

situations where -- you got an emergency

7

situation, is not so emergency after all.

8

how -- how do we deal with, you know, your

9

pending request for additional funds for

10
11

So

continued maintenance and prevention?
MR. TAYLOR:

Thank you, Mr. Mateo.

And that's a --

12

that's a really fair and a really deep question

13

that I am glad came up.

14

These underground pipelines, especially

15

the force mains and to some extent the gravity

16

lines, when they start having signs of damage,

17

either we run cameras through them or we

18

actually have failures,

19

impossible to know the full extent of the

20

damage, and it's dif

21

how long they are going to last until failure.

22

That's just a reality of what these systems are.

23

it's difficult or really

cult to impossible to know

Especially the force mains,

24

on Molokai.

It's operating 24/7.

25

way to take it out of service.

like the one
There's no

Even if we
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1

could, there's no way to get a camera through

2

it.

3

know the external condition.

4

Even if we could, there's really no way to

These force mains,

in our whole

5

industry, are a real problem with reliability

6

because it's very difficult to know, once you

7

see this damage, do you have another six months?

8

Do you have five more years?

9

more years?

Do you have ten

There's certain triggers that when

10

we see certain signs, which are really standard

11

in our industry, it really bumps it up to a

12

certain level of

13

of action.

And breakages are clearly,

like in the

14

Molokai force main, was a clear action limit,

15

saying what if this exists everywhere?

16

no way to know.

17

here, on the Mainland, in Honolulu, where tens

18

of millions of dollars have been spent to

19

rehabilitate or to replace these kind of

20

underground pipelines because these certain

21

action events have happened.

22

get the new one, they look at the other one and

23

say, wow, the rest of it was in pristine

24

condition.

25

There's

There have been stories, both

And then once they

There is just no way to know.

And so basically, we look at our normal
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1

construction schedule of planning, design,

2

permitting, construction.

3

normal process -- and that might take four

4

years.

5

it will last that long, that's a standard

6

project.

7

sudden becomes sort of a crisis or emergency,

8

depending on how you see it.

9

And if, during that

If we can replace something, and we feel

Anything less than that all of a

And so, in the case of the Molokai force

10

main,

11

moment, as

12

have no way, with the damage we saw, to know

13

whether or not it will last five more years,

14

it's going to go the next day.

15

I mean,

it could be collapsing at this
as we sitting here talking.

We

or

So when we see these things, especially

16

with these pipe lines, and to some extent with

17

some of the equipment, it's -- our industry is

18

just

19

down how long it is going to last.

20

our technology does not exist to nail

And so to meet these reliability

21

concerns, we are very conservative.

22

as we start seeing these problems, we move into

23

immediate replacement or corrective action mode.

24

25

And unfortunately,
little conservative.

And as soon

it means we are a

We are certainly replacing
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1

things before they probably need to, and we have

2

no way to know how early we are.

3

number of projects where while we had design

4

ongoing, and while we've been waiting for

5

construction materials to come, the systems have

6

failed,

7

We have had a

so we have been wrong.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Would you have, Mr. Taylor, an

8

idea of knowing whether that $1 million project

9

then today will still be a million dollars in

10
11

cost?
MR. TAYLOR:

Well, the project went out to bid, and

12

we have a -- we have a construction contract

13

signed.

14

materials.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

16

Chairman.

17

18

They are just waiting for their

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So the price has been locked in.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you,

Thank you.

Members,

I am aware of the time, and we

19

still have one more item on the agenda.

20

Chair's intention is to defer this item.

21

this time, the Chair, if there's no objection,

22

would like to defer this item.

23

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you very much.

25
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DEFER pending further discussion.

2
3

PW-56

INSTALLATION OF UTILITY POLES ON AINAKULA
ROAD (KULA) (C.C. No. 06-60)

4
5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Okay.

The last item on the agenda

6

is PW-56,

7

Ainakula Road in Kula.
And at this time,

8

9

Installation of Utility Poles on

I would like to

apologize to Mr. Darren Yamamoto, who has been

10

here since nine o'clock.

11

Maui Electric.

12

questions,

13

Director to give us some history in regards to

14

PW-56.

15

MR. ARAKAWA:

Mr. Yamamoto is from

So at this time, if there's no

I would like to go ahead and ask the

Mr. Chair, the Committee has received a

16

proposed resolution authorizing Maui Electric

17

Company Limited to remove one 40-foot utility

18

pole and install two 45-foot utility poles along

19

Ainakula Road in Kula, Maui.

20

Chapter 12.16 of the Maui County Coude

21

requires Council approval for the erection of

22

telephone poles, electric light or power poles

23

on any public highway in the County.

24

Accordingly, approval of the proposed resolution

25

is respectfully requested.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA:

2

Thank you, Mr. Arakawa.

At this time, if Mr. Yamamoto would like

3

to make some comments in regards to your

4

installation proposal at Ainakula Road.

5

6

MR. YAMAMOTO:

I'm sorry, was the -- was the question

if I would want to make comments on it?

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

8

MR. YAMAMOTO:

Yeah,

comments on your project.

Other than it's necessary for us to do

9

it since the subdivision is going underground,

10

is asking for an underground installation, the

11

two poles are taller to -- by standards, to take

12

our primary lines underground to create the

13

circuit loop.

14
15
16
17
18
19

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

That's why.
Thank you.

Members, any questions for Maui
Electric?
Mr. Mateo -- I'm sorry.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Either Maui Electric or Mr. Arakawa.

20

First of all, any comments from the community

21

because it is, you know -- you may have people

22

out there who are concerned about pole heights

23

and that nature, that first.

24

are steel poles or are these wooden poles?

25

Could I get comment.

And I assume these
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1

MR. YAMAMOTO:

2

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Okay.

3

MR. ARAKAWA:

I haven't received any comment

4
5

Also,

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

12

Thank you.

Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Just a quick comment, Chair.

You -- you are replacing the existing

10
11

Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.

8
9

Sorry.

from the community on this particular request.

6
7

They are wooden poles.

poles.
MR. YAMAMOTO:

Well, we are removing one to install

13

the other two, the other two being necessary to

14

create the circuit loop, as I mentioned, and it

15

needs to be approximately five feet taller in

16

size.

17

to remove that one pole in the middle, that pole

18

that's listed as Pole E5.

19

So with that, we are able -- we are able

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Removal is

20

to you?

21

saw to one foot above, above the grade?

22

MR. YAMAMOTO:

is what

You just cut it down with your power

No.

My understanding is that we

23

are -- we are -- well, it depends on what

24

utility it is.

25

pole, whichever utility is on last has the

If it is a joint pole, utility
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1

responsibility, between -- like if it is between

2

us and Hawaiian Tel, that they are the ones to

3

remove it if they are the ones that are last.

4

But typically, we do remove it out of the

5

ground.

6

allowed to do that, my understanding is,

7

especially in right-of-ways.

8

9

We don't cut and abandon.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

You might want to go take a

ride on Waiale Road.

10

MR. YAMAMOTO:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.
There's remnants of utility

12

poles about a foot high still in the

13

right-of-ways next to those new

14

MR. YAMAMOTO:

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

16

MR. YAMAMOTO:

The new steel poles.

attention.

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

Chairman, the

20

happenings.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

22

-- metal steel poles.

I will bring it to the plant

17

21

That's my only concern,
those potential accident

Thank you.

I just have one question in regards to

23

the anchor easements.

24

acquired?

25

We are not

MR. YAMAMOTO:

Has those easements been

My understanding is that they have
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1

been, and the only thing that we are waiting for

2

is just to have the County approval to install

3

these poles in the right-of-way.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

5

6
7

Members, any more questions for -Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

8
9

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Arakawa, you said that you haven't
heard of any concerns from the community.

My

10

wonder -- my question is I am wondering if the

11

community is even aware of it, even aware that

12

this is happening.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

14

MR. ARAKAWA:

Mr. Arakawa.

We haven't also

you know, there's no

15

hearing requirement for it.

16

has come up before, as far as, you know, what is

17

the threshold as to when we should be submitting

18

these requests up to the Council.

19

a prior resolution which was passed by the

20

Council.

21

I think this issue

And there was

Basically, as I understand it, if

22

there's more than six new poles that are being

23

installed, and if the poles are higher than the

24

existing poles, then it comes back to the

25

Council.

And that's pretty much the reason why
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this has come back to the Council.

2

It's basically a removal of one pole and

3

an installation of two new poles, which are

4

basically five feet higher than what the

5

existing pole was -- was there.

6

So it is a fairly -- in my mind,

fairly

7

minor replacement.

And as Mr. Yamamoto

8

mentioned, the two poles are needed for a -- I

9

believe it is a seven-lot subdivision that's

10

being required to be -- to have underground

11

utilities within its interior roadways.

12
13
14

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

And who is requiring the

undergrounding?
MR. ARAKAWA:

Normally,

for new subdivisions, we

15

require underground utilities within the

16

interior of the subdivision itself.

17

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, my concern is,

18

Mr. Chair, because this is on downslope

19

property, that while it doesn't seem to be a big

20

deal to have a pole, or two more poles, that are

21

an additional five feet,

22

that, it could disrupt your view plane.

23

am just wondering, has there been any study or

24

any review to determine what the -- what the

25

outcome would be on the view plane?

if you are upslope from
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

2

MR. ARAKAWA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

4

Mr. Arakawa.

We haven't looked at that.
And have any of the upslope

property owners been notified about this?

5

MR. ARAKAWA:

No, they have not.

6

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Well, to me,

I mean, that's

7

the impact that everybody is concerned with,

8

with these larger poles.

9

that should be assessed before we just say okay.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So,

I've got a question for the

11

Department.

12

part of the new subdivision,

13
14

MR. YAMAMOTO:

The upslope owners, are

are they

looking at this?

If you are looking at the drawing

itself, are you talking about the --

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

16

see --

17

it seems to me

MR. YAMAMOTO:

I looking at the drawing,

I can

Yeah, you are just mentioning the left

18

side of Ainakula Road on the -- as it pertains

19

to the drawing?

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Yeah.

Because I see the pole in

21

the middle of the intersection, which is a

22

traffic hazard.

23

regards to the redundancy in the electrical

24

power.

25

am assuming that,

And I understand the logic in

But the question is the existing

or I

looking at the drawing itself,
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1

these are brand-new lots that's on the

2

right-hand side of the drawing -

3

MR. YAMAMOTO:

Correct.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

and they would be the,

I guess,

5

upslope people that will be living in the

6

subdivision itself.

7

8
9

MR. YAMAMOTO:

Okay.

Could you -- I am sorry.

was the question?
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

What

I am sorry.

The people that's going to be

10

living on the right side of the roadway will be

11

looking down towards these poles?

12

MR. YAMAMOTO:

Correct.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

14

subdivision?

15

MR. YAMAMOTO:

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

17
18

And that's part of the

Yes.
Okay.

Thank you.

Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:

Yeah, Chair.

I think it

19

would be helpful if we had a more inclusive map

20

because all we have is a very, you know, small

21

map showing the electrical site plan, and then a

22

location map that doesn't give you any details

23

to see -- and it's not the people within the

24

subdivision I am concerned of.

25

going to have underground utilities.

I mean, they are
More power
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to 'em -- no pun intended.
It is the people above them that I am

2

3

concerned with because it's downslope land.

4

These poles have the potential of interrupting a

5

view plane that these people currently enjoy.

6

And I would like some assurance that our

7

approval of this is not going to result in

8

complaints from people.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

10
11

Thank you.

Member Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

A question for Mr. Yamamoto.

12

13

it's two 45 foot poles.

14

40-foot poles?

15

MR. YAMAMOTO:

I guess

Can I ask why not two

Yeah, the standard is that we --

16

because of the way how the risers are made, with

17

the potheads, and the conduits coming off of

18

that, that it's required for that five-foot

19

clearance more.

20

we normally would use.

21

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

That's just the standard that

I see.

Thank you.

Any more questions for the

23

Director or Maui Electric?

If not, the Chair

24

would like to recommend that we adopt and file

25

County Communication No. 06-60.
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1

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

4
5

6

So moved.
Second.

Moved by Member Molina.

Seconded

by Member Mateo.
Any discussion?
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

Member Molina.

Yeah, Chairman, if possible, if

7

we could maybe get some kind of input,

8

we make sure we have our bases covered, at least

9

get -- I don't believe we are required by law to

10

notify any of the other residents, but you know,

11

this has been noticed in the newspaper, but

12

maybe as a courtesy to the other residents who

13

may live upslope.

14

body here for now is to, at least if this does

15

pass, to approve the installation of these two

16

utility poles.

17

underground utilities, so whereas one part may

18

possibly impact the view plane, but in another

19

area, it wouldn't because you wouldn't have

20

utility poles within the subdivision for the

21

residents as they look down.

22

just so

That is the intention of the

And ironically, it is for

But if you could solicit comments from,

23

I don't know, maybe the Kula Community

24

Association or whomever, prior to First Reading,

25

if that is your intention.

I am just throwing
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1

that out as a suggestion, Mr. Chairman.

2

you.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

4
5

Thank

Thank you, Member Molina.

Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman, thank you very much.

And I believe Member Anderson's concerns

6
7

were legitimate concerns that I think the power

8

company should be taking into consideration and

9

providing us that kind of comment in the future.

10

In addition, the additional request for

11

maps that is a little more appropriate in being

12

able to take a look at the specific terrain and

13

the impacts of surrounding subdivisions would

14

really be a benefit for the company as well, you

15

know, asking us to approve something that we

16

need to be sure we have a better understanding

17

of visually as well as aesthetically.

18
19

So thank you, Chairman.
MR. YAMAMOTO:

May I make a comment on that?

I was

20

here before on another project, in Paia, with

21

the same sort of concerns about who is

22

responsible to notify the neighbors.

23

just wondering if we did -- if something was to

24

come of that, would it be prudent to have the

25

developer who is installing the -- asking for

And I am
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1

the request for the installation of the

2

subdivision, be the one to hold these

3

once we generate the plans, you know, which are

4

not set in stone until, you know, it gets the

5

county approval, but we do send out plans ahead

6

of time to let them know how we would have it

7

installed, and then therefore the contractor or

8

the developer could then solicit it from,

9

know, the meetings, or -- I am not too sure

I mean,

you

10

because there was never -- no clear answer after

11

that time in the situation in Paia.

12

one of the things I did want to mention.

13

That was

The second thing is that the maps that

14

we have are based off of, most 90 percent of the

15

time off the consultant's drawings,

16

bring up the concern to have a little bit more

17

detailed on the -- on the terrain and landscapes

18

and such.

19
20

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

so I will

Thank you.

I understand -- I understand the process

21

that you guys go through, since -- being coming

22

from the phone company.

23

Members, the Chair did make a

24

recommendation.

At this time,

I would like to

25

make an amendment to the recommendation,
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1

recommendation is to adopt the resolution as

2

revised,

3

No. 06-60.

and the filing of County Communication

4

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

7

Molina.

8

discussion?

9

Thank you.

All in favor,

Moved by Member
Any more

say aye.

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

11

VOTE:

13

Second.

Second by Member Mateo.

10

12

So moved.

AYES:

Motion carried.

Councilmember Hokama, Mateo, Molina,
and Chair Pontanilla.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Carroll.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

14

MOTION CARRIED.
15

ACTION:
16
17
18

APPROVE amendment to main motion
(adoption of revised proposed
resolution entitled "AUTHORIZING MAUl
ELECTRIC COMPANY, LIMITED TO INSTALL
TWO UTILITY POLES ON AINAKULA ROAD,
KULA, MAUl")

19
20
21

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

meeting this morning.

22

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

24

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

25

Thank you, Members,

for this

I know we've --

Mr. Chairman.
Go ahead, Mr. -The vote we just took, that was

on the -- to amend the motion.
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

2

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

3

motion.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

5

amended.

6

amended.

Oh, yeah.
And now we are back to the main

Back to the main motion as

All in favor of the main motion as

7

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Okay.

9

10
11

12

VOTE:

AYES:

Counci1member Hokama, Mateo, Molina,
and Chair Pontanilla.
None.
None.
None.
Counci1member Carroll.

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

13

MOTION CARRIED.
14

ACTION:
15

ADOPTION of revised proposed
resolution, and FILING of
communication by C.R.

16
17
18
19

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
adjourned.

ADJOURNED:

Thank you very much.

Meeting is

(Gavel. )

12:03 p.m.

20
21
22

23
24
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